2018 GENOCIDE complaint
against Slovenia, Russia, and
Serbia on behalf of
American(US) and Slovenian
citizen.
Can also be seen at
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/06/completed-complain-whichwill-now-be.html
I am reporting you today crimes against
humanly in Slovenia on behalf Belgrade and
Moscow whose goal is to reassemble Yugoslavia
and old USSR through the use of extreme acts
of genocide against natives(not only of
Slovenian natives, but also of natives in
Croatia, Bosnia, Ukraine and soon Poland even lives of Russian people in Russia depend
on one).
PS. In Russia, Russian people are regularly beaten up and
jailed for daring to exercise free speech just as the case
was recently when over 1600 of them were jailed, and
thousands beaten up in the middle of the day in the middle
of the Moscow(main city) for exercising their right to free
speech.

Genocide complaint and law suit concerns also
countries that supported stated bellow with
most severe acts of genocide for the sake of
creation of new USSR and Yugoslavia in return
for global IMPERIAL neonazi takeover plan.

HERE ARE IMPORTANT NAMES OF LITTLE PUBLICLY
KNOWN PEOPLE USED BY MOSCOW AND BELGRADE
VIA LJUBLJANA AGAINST WHOM I DEMAND
IMMEDIATE LEGAL PROCEDURES(this people are are a life
threat to me because of of their past and present involvements all explained in continuation) AND ARE ALSO
CONCERNING(their names are mentioned in videos and on
news site and will be mentioned in this complain as well) THIS
VERY CASE AS WE GO ALONG COMPLAIN:
Novo mesto's state judge Romana Rački Strmole
State Prosecutor Bojan Avbar
Slovenian president Borut Pahor
Psychiatrist in Slovenia Zoran Mudža
Psychiatrist Tatjana Prokšelj - local individual who was involved in
MKULTRA torture from 2001 to 2006 and have in 2014 ordered
second forced hospitalization based on pure lies with which not even
my mother agreed with. She went further on to suggest me via her
mentor Zoran Mudza to tell me once hospitalized for another 6

months based on more lies that she requested transfer to mental
hospital Begunje because of me(that she feared me so much basically to harass/ intimidate/ provocate/ irritate me even more in
addition to everything she has done to me). Tatjana Prokselj have
also personally(psychological
preparations) trained(2005/2006) neighbor Dane Kolenc for future
directed energy assault on me and the two have even had sexual
affair that almost ended Kolenc's marriage.
Psychiatrist and director of notorious mental hospital Ljubljana
Polje Bojan Zalar
Psychiatrist Cveto Gradisar(individual involved in heavy
MKULTRA torture between 1998 and 2006 who even hospitalized
me based on pure lies in 2012 - Gradisar entered house and my
personal work area during my work on laptop in 2012 without any
prior self announcement to provocate/intimidate me as psychiatrist
and great friend of neighbor Berger on what once filmed on camera
and confronted with questions, one ran out of the house like chicken
- he couldn't face my questions filmed on camera which I have
posted on internet, but have next day sent some 20 people to
forcefully hospitalize me via violent hijacking - during
hospitalization procedure, I was pushed around violently by Novo
mesto's police for no reason whatsoever other than police's desire to
obtain some form of violent response from me on camera and since
they obtained none, I was finally tied up and driven to notorious
mental hospital known as Ljubljana Polje....nobody could
understood why so many people participated during forced
hospitalization and nobody of employed people at the hospital
Ljubljana Polje could understood why I was locked in closed
department for entire 10 months and so on...when brought to
Ljubljana Polje the next day, I was even accused on how I didn't

know what my name was, where I was, who I was and so...clearly
Gradisar's perception about reality is dangerously clouded
per Belgrade's lunacy and nothing more - to very today, the right to
second psychiatrist's opinion was denied/declined to me).
Psychiatrist Vesna
Švab http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/05/video-

psychiatrists-vesna-svab-cveto.html
Mitja Veber - My niece Urška Golob Veber's husband(Mitja is now
employed at the local educational institution known as "Šolski center
Novo mesto", but was previously director at the company known as
"Lastinski d. o. o." of ex Slovenian minster and schoolmate Samo
Omerzel - Samo Omerzel obtained together with Mitja Veber via my
overseas abductions and MKULTRA torture exclusive
licences/rights to operate as a sole distributor of foreign companies
on the territory of Slovenia, and have secured future minister
position).
NOTE: Samo Omerzel was involved in state of corruption affairs against Slovenian
state owned company known as DARS(Motorway companies in the Republic of
Slovenia) https://reporter.si/clanek/slovenija/minister-omerzel-se-vedno-posluje-z-drzavo-440790 an
d have used both of above stated credentials to work his way together with Mitja
Veber up the criminal ladder till stopped in 2014.

Sister's daughter(my niece) - Urška

Golob

Veber employed now even at Slovenian National Health and
Environment laboratory(just as the case was with her husband, she
also obtained position via acquaintance of important politicians
involved which would be used to possibly even rate me as
problematic on home environment - in this case now known as

Slovenian president Borut Pahor). She has gone in her
unethical practices far beyond even MKULTRA procedures as
required from her by governments when subjected to torture in
Slovenia.
Novo mesto's chief of police Janez Ogulin - individual who have
gone as far as providing either direct or indirect training(criminal
practices) of perpetrators against me via police. Cover up included all explained bellow and http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/06/video-in-englishrepeated-morning.html Janez Ogulin also supplied(weapons alone and
have given police authorization for use of such weapons against me
to the neighbors) neighbor Dane Kolenc with weapons and "see
through walls" police/military equipment(already given to Slovenian
police/state by US Government in 2005/2006 - yeah did US
Government had this already back then as is lots of technology that
US Government doesn't release news about to public till some 15/20
years latter) !!!
Commander(probably a substitute of chief of
police Janez Ogulin) of the Novo mesto police station Tomaž

Slak who trained neighbor Dane Kolenc and possibly others on
how to present case as professional infront of cameras
Neighbors Dane Kolenc with his son Matjaž Kolenc and Berger
Aleš and his father Miroslav Berger which caused enormous
material as well as health related damages. All four were involved
under MKULTRA in most severe torture procedures against me that
included direct energy weapons attacks(under MKULTRA as well as
in post MKULTRA for period of no less than 6 months).

Mother Ana Avsec and father Savo Avsec because of whom I have
not only left home in Slovenia at age 23(the two engaged in extreme
domestic violence against me - physical as well as psychological
abuse on daily bases since early childhood), but also because of what
went on each time when brought from US to Slovenia(MKULTRA
torture) and what the two were used in Slovenia from my age 34 and
up to date(age 34 as I returned from US to Slovenia). Physical
abuse(daily beatings) was substituted by the two with psychological
abuse and most severe lies that brought me even into psychiatric
ward via forced hospitalization in 2012 where almost murdered on
three occasions(just read bellow what went on and see my videos).
=======================================

THE COMPLAIN
=======================================
In 1994, I immigrated to United States of America due to impossible
circumstances which I faced(endured) at home and in home town
known as Novo mesto.
I was beaten up at home daily and had to even run for life from
father on many occasions(individual pointed on several occasions
guns at me, threatened to impale me with hey-forks, kill me with
oars, choke me, beat me up with belt to death - he suffered
uncontrolled anger outbursts and my ex schoolmates can confirm
how I looked like in shorts during gym classes in elementary
school). I never knew if I would wake up alive in the mornings when
went in bed for the night(he possessed revolvers and during losses of
emotional control appeared to be more than wiling to use them - to
grab knife for bread during lunch meal and place one under mother's
throat while bulging with his insane eyes at me as child or to

threaten me with one was not a problem to him - it did happened
more than once)...in school, groups of kids(10/15) would physically
attack me daily under supervision of educators which incited in
violence and as a result my grades suffered(self esteem/ stigma/ will
and so on - psychological damage impossible to describe)...
I was promised(at age 16 when school violence ended) from
teachers and schoolmates(on behalf of teachers) on how I will
not be capable to drive through life as too much physical and
psychological damage was done to me(all accumulated in me
according to them).
High school didn't go smooth either, but I
managed to obtain few extremely valuable
lessons and to toughen my character via hardwork.
Despite being rated by Yugoslav elementary
school system as mentally retarded child and
suggested by one to rather than high school,
just attain instead special schooling for
mentally retarded children, I decided to
pursue programs for maintenance mechanic and
mechanical engineering technician - the
reality was that after Yugoslav system have
failed me deliberately in high school for
mechanical engineering technician(in first
grade) via physics teacher Farkash Jakobcic
Vesna, I was the first and last individual
ever in Yugoslavian state known as Slovenia
who used special state paragraph that
theoretically allowed the possibility for

student to jump upon completion of three year
high school program to four year high school
program if capable to supplement all
requirements for four years program via
extra examinations...and it did happen after
my completing maintenance mechanic program and
6 additional school examinations of which
school classes I never ever took in my life
time(was all done at home via books)....during
summer vacations at age 17, I passed
extraordinarily Math, physics, English, and
several other examinations which allowed me to
continue with program for mechanical
engineering technician while many of my
previous schoolmates of which some have had
even highest grades in elementary school have
totally failed...
Professor Farkash Jakobcic Vesna's second
attempt to fail me in third grade of program
for mechanical engineering technician ended
with my challenging her with knowledge issues
infront of the entire classroom on what I
turned challenge into complain to school
director and consequently in written reexamination test which was conducted infront
of director of the school and several other
teachers - no less than 12 years of
intimidations/stigma's downplay done to me by
teachers this way ended for me as I sent
strong signal to myself as per being capable
and to any potential school bully in teacher's
uniform on what situation will turn into if

creating me problems ever again(after-all,
professor Farkash Jakobcic Vesna's reputation
was feral....she threw/failed numerous
students through high school via grades and
everybody, incl. teachers, feared
her)...professor Farkash Jakobcic Vesna
eventually apologized to me in the fourth
grade and we became even very good friends(its
how my high school ended).
Professor Farkash Jakobcic Vesna possibly
helped me(without even realizing) to cross the
impossible otherwise for me known as lack of
self confidence(in this case school
authority) based on self
intimidation(fear) from which I heavily
suffered due to past abuse endured in
elementary school...I learned what hard work
and self determination can accomplish and its
her lesson that stayed with me for the rest of
my life to very today.
Upon completion of high school, I had to face
with promises previously made to me by
teachers and schoolmates which "independent"
Slovenian system have directed now into forced
unemployment. Temporary jobs for labor
followed with half pay(sometimes even with 1/4
of what others have earned - example was
Jozef/Bojan Crtalic's company where I was paid

for 80 hours of work per week in metal
industry less than 100 US Dollars per month).
If state co financed(co funded) employment
position, even that "co financed" money was
gone(stolen by employer)...stalking of
government psychiatrists commenced already in
1993/1994...two state employees by the
name Gorsič Ivan and Tadej Lamovšek appeared
out of nowhere and begun to harass - gesture
with use of forced hospitalization and s on both reappeared again in 2008 with very same
appetites after local police lost legal case
against me on police station alone(when
Slovenian state senate decided that police not
only have violated laws when declining to
assist me in respect to stolen money for car
repair parts ordered from Germany which I have
reported to local police, but also that Novo
mesto's police begun to harass me with issues
and approach totally non related to what
should have been police assistance to
Slovenian citizen per law...court senate
decided that Nnovo mesto police begun to
harass/persecute me just for my asking one for
assistance - unheard off, but factual).
In both cases(in 1994 and then again 100% for
repeated incident in 2008), I ended running
from such threats abroad - its how I twice
ended in United States of America and I
consider this fact alone a most severe acts of
genocide against me as native of Slovenia.

Local hospital in Novo mesto threatened in
1994 to proclaim me as insane if leaving to
US...local police threatened when leaving to
US in 1994 to kill me if leaving and then to
kill me if not returning immediately upon
completion of 6 month long contract for seaman
aboard passenger's ship Meridian since I was
determined to leave despite life threats...
In respect to car parts only that it was a car
assassination plot and not accident. Not only was road
covered with oil, but even brand new tires(bought again in
Slovenia - max. 3000 to 5000 kilometers) were replaced by
destroyed/used tires which had almost no treads left on
them....car was Mazda Protege 2003 bought brand new and
imported from USA in 2006 with no more than 25.000/30.000
kilometers(even American tires were still good, but due to
safety I have them replaced with new purchased either in
Krsko or Brezice). http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_botjan/osemnajsti-del-2008-between-life-and-truth-it-s-afree-world-bz-avsec-bostjan/23810

Upon arrival to USA in 1994(in month of
December) and after after successfully
completed 6 month contract aboard the cruise
ship(work schedule required from me 7 days a
week and 20 hours a day work in dining
areas) , I settled in Miami where I married
much older woman of Indian origins from
Ecuador to obtain US citizenship as I no
longer even dared to return to
Slovenia(separation from home was for me
extremely healing and this regardless of how
much effort was necessary to put into daily

life - it felt great to stay far from
lonely bin known as Slovenia/Yugoslavia).
In 1996, numerous European representatives
appeared at the local state employment office
in Miami to fulfill needs of their own(was
told training wise only on how they were
specializing themselves in field of employment
for domestic needs across the Europe). So is
what I was told, but this was only partial
truth(10% of the truth the most).
Almost all European states have had their
state employment representatives in Miami at
that point(Italy, France, Great Britain,
Germany, Spain, Scandinavian countries,
Netherlands and so on...most interesting fact,
however, was that Ukrainians also participated
as well as South African Apartheid state
- Apartheid ended in 1994, but in 1996 all the
representatives in Miami for South African
state were still from times of the Apartheid).
In 1999, Russians joined Ukrainians in Miami
as well...

In the beginning of the 1996, CIA
commenced with ultra violence
against me known as program
MKULTRA.

Violence commenced against me under
administration and strict supervision of John
McCain who was the head of global neonazi
movement. This movement consequently led into
a total cooperation between continents and not
only countries. It led into interchange of
technology and its how Russia(lagging 50 years
behind the West) as well as entire Eastern
Europe obtained advanced American/ Western
European technology(from military to
neuroscience and everything in between).
Two of the first contacts from Eastern Europe
in respect to my case(Belgrade used Slovenia
to deal with US Government via Russia as
Russia was way more influential than Serbia
and Slovenia together) were now Slovenian
president Borut Pahor and Vladimir Putin(both
still nothing more than government agents back
then).

AND HOW DID AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
ORCHESTRATED ITS PERMISSION FOR
ILLEGAL CRIMINAL WRONGDOINGS
AGAINST CITIZEN OF FOREIGN COUNTRY
WHO WAS IN LEGAL PROCESS OF
OBTAINING HIS AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP
!!????

US Government obtained as
suggested already from Slovenian
politicians; however, this is how
one wanted me to
pursue(SEE) situation as...
John McCain brought to Miami(back to 1996) a
group of most notorious neonazis world
knew...we are talking about David Duke and his
friend Don Black(his residence was no too far
from Miami), Craig Cobb, Gerhard Lauck, Nick
Griffin, and others on what they have used
against me under close video surveillance of
John McCain a members of minority(blacks and
Latinos) who would begun to slender and insult
my national(Slovenian) origins...
When those begun to insult my Slovenian
origins, I answered back with same amount
racism - what was very much desired by
American government(well anticipated and very
soon even appreciated as explained in
continuation).
Slender from neonazis followed up on me as
they believed how they have the right to
insult me now as a result of my answering back
with racial slurs to minorities.... neonazis
used such opportunity with idea on how they
would make me bent down infront of them(they
used my response to minorities as a pretext to

use racial slurs against me), but were very
very wrong... they got in return the same.
ALL WENT ON UNDER THE MICROSCOPE OF JOHN
MCCAIN IN BUILDING(Biscayne Blvd.) WHERE CIA
HAD RESERVED AT LEAST THREE FLOORS ADJACENT TO
THE STATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE...
They(SPLC and state employment agency
employees) begun to cite
Equal Employment Opportunity laws, but I
reminded them of what happened and on why I
have therefore have the right to answer the
same way...they had less than nothing in their
hands at that point, so MKULTRA abuse
intensified...

Morris Dees of Southern Poverty Law
Center(co-founder and chief trial counsel for
the Southern Poverty Law Center) and Richard
Cohen(now president) became almost a
regular guests in my wife's store located in
Miami Downtown. In 1997/1998, Heidi Beirich
joined team of SPLC which handled my
personal case. THERE WERE PEOPLE
INSIDE OF THE SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW
CENTER WHO DISAGREED WITH SPLC'S
MALICIOUS TACTICS AGAINST ME, BUT

WERE PUSHED AWAY BY TOP OF THE
SPLC.
Abductions and electroshocks followed up on
me(heavy MKULTRA)...

MAKING OF NEONAZI...
CIA ORCHESTRATED SPECIAL METHOD USED TO
DEVELOP IN BRAIN OF AN INDIVIDUAL ALMOST
REFLEX VERBAL RESPONSE.
CIA TORTURER DEMANDED FROM ME VIA HERE
MENTIONED METHOD FOR ME TO AUTOMATE DESIRED BY
CIA ANSWERS....ON QUESTION I CITE, "WHAT WOULD
YOU DO WITH BLACK PEOPLE"(demanded answer from
CIA was "kill them all" or increasingly
painful electroshocks followed up on me electrodes were placed on my head on what
current would be used to intensify pain to
unbearable level if proper answer wasn't
obtained immediately and entire REPETITION
PROCESS was done while standing up for hours
at the time - torture would go on over the
weekends on what I was told by CIA individual
on how one will meet me in Miami Downtown
wife's store where I will repeat him answer
when asked in the face or even worse would
happen to me...just to demonstrate on how
powerful this type of brainwash technique is I
will suggest on how my mind was totally taken
over when individual demanded answer in my ex-

wife's store...I almost didn't stand chance
avoiding demanded answer, but I did manage to
avoid answering him as he anticipated I would
by cheating my own brain REFLEX logic with
intellect...he knew my technique based on his
own experience, and have instead became
infuriated with me....something he
demonstrated by raising his voice at me and
calling my name on what I did provided him
with answer as asked - if I wouldn't, he would
still get his way on other occasion...I
realized just how dangerous game like this can
be, but still felt that I will somehow manage
to get away from it all).
It was latter(2 years latter) explained to me(DEMONSTRATED
AND TESTED ON ME) by CIA that hypnotism is implemented by
this exactly same method...hypnotists meet victims before
public sessions under MKULTRA and brainwash them via method
explained above on what those are subjected to verbal
commands in public. Thats all there is. 100% compliance
guaranteed. Window of abuse against innocent people is
practically unlimited specially when you have no place to
run to.

For justification of such treatments, American
Government used Southern Poverty Law Center
which knew very very well what happened and
what went on...Mark Potok of SPLC admitted
already in 1996 that I had no guilt in the
whole matter; however, that genocide acts
against me are a must per US Government.

CREATION OF TERRORIST ORGANISATION
KNOWN AS "BLACK LIVES
MATTER" WHOSE FOUNDER ACCORDING TO
MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE ON EARTH
WAS MYSELF..
Insults from minorities repeated, and I became
more and more radicalized...what was expected
from me(how I will bow down like others did
before me) didn't have absolutely any effect
on me and why it should...I had even more
proofs against US Government in respect to
illegal abuse...I would now walk into area of
state employment agency and loudly curse known
minorities who previously insulted me(use
racial slender on them just as brainwashed
under MKULTRA by CIA to do) even without any
provocations on what(if they wouldn't return
and would behave normally), I would seat next
to them and have fun together as if nothing
ever happened..
Because what worked on others, didn't have any
effect on me....its exactly opposite that went
on in my head and I demanded justice...I
demanded blacks and Hispanics to be honest
about it and admit that what went on was not
my fold(its all I wanted back then - just
honesty known as equality). Something that
didn't happened because of John McCain who
fueled(McCain added extra oil on fire) both

sides(neonazis and soon to become "Black Lives
Matter" organisation). Blacks and Hispanics
have bitten the US Government bait, and Helter
Skelter(RACIAL WAR) was scheduled for the
future. For the new Hitler(this time black
Hitler), Barack Obama was appointed to
become(he was selected as new Hitler already
in 1997 and blacks demonstrated to me at local
state employment agency his selection as best
selection possible).
9/11 WAS ANTICIPATED TO TAKE PLACE AND
MINORITIES KNEW ALL ABOUT ONE IN ADVANCE(AT
LEAST THREE YEARS IN ADVANCE). AT LOCAL STATE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE IN MIAMI DOWNTOWN,
MINORITIES BEGUN TO INTIMIDATE WITH IDEA ON
HOW GREAT WOULD IT BE TO RETIRE EARLIER AND
HAVE SUGGESTED ON HOW TRAUMA WOULD BE JUST
PERFECT WAY OUT OF WORK RELATED CONCERNS...THE
ONLY THING MISSING WAS NOW EXCUSE UNDER WHICH
SUCH TRAUMA COULD BE PRESENTED AS AN EXCUSE
AND EXCUSE BECAME FOR MANY IN USA A 9/11(not
me even that desperately reminded by
minorities in 2001 on possibility to retire
due to 9/11 with which CIA have tirelessly
intimidated me with under MKULTRA as well as
in real time - they would come in the ex
wife's store and gestured on possibility of
one knowing I had no stable job situation and
ability to report anything to anyone).
I am not saying that it was "black lives
matter" who did 9/11, am just saying that they

did have 100% advanced knowledge about one
ahead of the DEADLY event. I am also
witnessing here that Barack Obama who was
involved in MKULTRA ordeal have even summoned
me in state employment office in Miami
Downtown in 2001 to harass me by gesturing me
on how he knows everything about me in respect
to 9/11. When I exited office(I didn't planned
on discussing any such issues with terrorist
Barack Obama in private) with intention to get
immediately the police and FBI over, John
McCain stopped me from doing so.
As far as myself and state employment agency
in Miami only that I hated both sides and
didn't want to have anything to do with either
of the one...British government brought to
Miami in 2000 via their job corps Trisha
Goddard and show http://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-1068760/Whitesupremacist-Craig-Cobb-confronted-African-heritage.html was scheduled with
Craig Cobb(actually a prelude into racial
war) !!!
As far as myself, the only thing I wanted was
my life...police officer(also FBI/CIA) was my
preferred work position for which I have also
passed all the entry examination tests...
American government was in awkward position as
never before...they would want to say no, but
they had no grounds or anything that would
give them the right for legal rejection of
such employment positions...they turned my

life upside down...turned days into nights and
nights into days...whenever allowed to work,
work schedule would even change every second
day(included over night and both daytime
hours)...despite everything they have done to
ruin me, there was nothing they could really
do...it seemed as if I was superhuman compared
to them and I was.
I ignored all I remained ambitious. Some
20.000 job applications were turned down to me
when in USA between 1998 and 2006(I walked and
drove with resumes in hands from hotel to
hotel along beach, from one apartment building
to another, apply via newspaper adds, and it
would be like this till bank savings would
disappear on what phone would ring - US
Government was clearly driving me insane)...
Once fired from job(was fired at Wackenhut
Corporation
http://docdro.id/njWmVfe)questions

appeared on all job applications
if I ever was fired and why...on
job harassments(mobbing) were
numerous and used to even self
fire me from job once fired from
Wackenhut(condition me now with
either leaving "voluntarily" or be

fired for the second time and what
would be used latter to create
even more persecution against me
along with "temporary" job
positions which also indicated
instabilty)...temporary jobs were
used and invented by US Government
to demand from me writing on every
job application (resume) dates
when employed(they demanded this
for every employment regardless on
how short), why I left, names of
supervisors and their telephone
numbers and so on...even names of
the friends and their telephone
numbers were required...
I was required to travel for job interviews
such as truck driving(regular labor
jobs) after desired jobs were declined to the
middle or north of the Florida...traveled by
slow buses and trains from Miami all the way
to Texas(Dallas) ....

20.000 job applications ladies and
gentlemen and add to that another
30.000 job applications for years
between 2006 and 2010. HORROR THAT
WOULD DRIVE ANYONE INSANE(IT WAS
TOUGHER THAN TOUGH AND IT TOOK
AWAY FROM ME EVEN MARRIAGE/PROGENY
CHOICES...MUCH WORSE THAN ANY
KNOWN FORM OF CANCER) !!!
Its why I equal BLACK LIVES MATTER with
terrorist organisation such as Al-Qaeda and
ISIS(not because of unemployment, but because
they gave to the neonazis the right to engage
against me with extreme acts of genocide...and
they gave them that right by not being honest
about what went truly on in Miami - neonazis
knew that logically I will turn against
president on power which was on two term
Barack Obama). Black Hitler Obama went further
in his terrorist delusions and have even
signed with Italy agreement on future
occupation of my homeland Slovenia(something
that Russian government got in their hands as
hateful terrorist Obama who was set up didn't
know any better).
IN RESPECT TO BLACK LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT ALSO

THAT NOVO MESTO POLICE ORCHESTRATED UNDER
MKULTRA(IN 2005/2006 - MOST LIKELY IN 2006 AS
IT WAS TOWARD END OF GLOBAL MEETINGS WHERE
HIGHEST POLITICIANS WOULD MEET) ON BEHALF OF
SOME VERY SICK SLOVENIAN POLITICIANS INFRONT
OF ME(LOCATION OTOČEC) AN ORGY BETWEEN LOCAL
POLICE WOMAN AND BLACK SOUTH AFRICAN
REPRESENTATIVE...BLACK LIVES MATTER
REPRESENTATIVES AS WELL AS OBAMA WERE SEVERAL
TIMES PRESENT IN OUR HOUSE AS WELL(DURING
ABSENCE OF POLITICAL PARTIES/OPTIONS WHICH
REPRESENTED NEONAZI IMPERIAL OPTION AND HAVE
BROUGHT ME TO NOVO MESTO FROM MIAMI, MIROSLAV
BERGER AND OTHER CREME DELA CREME OF IDIOTISM
IN THIS WORLD WOULD BRING/SMUGGLE IN OUR HOUSE
TO MEET ME ALSO THE OPPOSITE SIDES WHO
WOULDN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT WHAT WENT ON BEHIND
THEIR BACKS). SLOVENIAN POLICE HAD ME MEET
OBAMA FOR TERROR THREATS ALSO ON SEVERAL
OCCASIONS IN ITALY(precisely at this location in Tuscany).
SLOVENIAN POLICE WHICH INVOLVED ITSELF IN
EXTREME FORMS OF HATRED(PREJUDICE,
HUMILIATION, PHYSICAL AND MENTAL
TORTURE/VIOLENCE, AND HYSTERICAL DEATH THREATS
DUE TO PRESENCE OF BERLUSCONI) AGAINST ME,
CAN'T SAY ON HOW THEY DIDN'T PLAY THEIR SHARE
OF RACISM FASCISM NAZISM DEGENERATION AND SO
ON IN MY PERSONAL ISSUES AGAINST ME...

THEY CAN'T SAY HOW THEY CONDEMN HATRED AND
OTHER RELATED ISSUES OF WHICH I WAS ACCUSED IN
LATTER STAGE(THEY PUSHED THEM FORWARD - THEY
INCITED IN HATRED)...BLACK RACISM ISN'T ANY
BETTER THAN WHITE RACISM EITHER...this is just
to clarify lies of Novo mesto's chief of the
police Janez Ogulin who loves to lie and
nothing else than lie(entire police station in
Novo mesto knows and recognizes individual as
ultimate liar, but no police employee dares to
say anything about it loudly).
NOT ALL POLICE OFFICERS ARE THIS WAY AT ALL, AND MOST OF
POLICE OFFICERS ARE GOOD AND HARD WORKING PEOPLE

NOTE: In my videos, I blamed Jews for what was done to me in US
and even across the Western Europe...it was a heavy mistake I have
done because of Benjamin Netanyahu who did some outstandingly
stupid and criminal things(have orchestrated with assistance of
Slovenian and Belarus police numerous abductions and
assassinations under MKULTRA but all with idea to assist/protect
Moscow and Belgrade - this in return would favor Israel in eyes of
Moscow and Belgrade) that made me hate without knowing even
what I hate...
IN USA, SCANDINAVIA, CANADA, GERMANY, AUSTRIA,
BELGIUM WHERE I SEARCHED FOR EMPLOYMENT AND
POLITICAL ASYLUMS IS NOT JEWS THAT RULE...ITS OLD
NEONAZI FAMILIES THAT RULE WHO WILL GLADLY KILL
SLAVIC PERSON LIKE MYSELF IF JEWS ARE WILLING TO
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR KILLING.
ITS WHY THEY ALSO APPOINT IN GOVERNMENTS JEWS

AND ITS WHY THEY ACTED SO "BRAVELY" WHEN
THERE(they demonstrated real face not only under

MKULTRA when away from Slavs...ohhh, they
acted differently when Slavs were around and
whenever not, but also once dependent on them
and listed as good as dead by Moscow/Belgrade something I will never forget)...

Back to Miami...
All "normal"...blacks and hispanics involved
got good employment, free school/university
tutions, and apartment assistance(low cost
housing programs and so on), and myself who
got less than nothing...just/fair...all good
and "normal"...Slovenian traitors more than
just happy with what went on against me in
United States of America...all just and fair
as I deserved it(just being really really
sarcastic to indicate what hatred from all
three sides have done to me - sarcastic
despite repeated US Government's prohibition
on using sarcasm and humor via employment in
US)...

On Mark Potok's warnings how US Government
will charge me with acts of hatred, he only

got my laughter in his face and angry reminder
of what was done to me(its how I have seen it
all...in my head was picture on how I have the
right to act the way I did)...
Mark Potok, however, stated me(he repeated
me over and over again) on how once on court
no longer will know stated here, "yeah,

but you will no longer know what
to answer with infront of the
judge due to amount of
electroshocks which will be done
to you"...
Mark Potok was right...toward end of MKULTRA,
Ii suffered severe seizures due to amount of
electroshocks which were used not only to
erase short memory after MKUKTRA sessions, but
even to totally burn my brain(for this I have
to thank beside John McCain also to senator
Rick Perry and his Russian colleague Gennady
Zyuganov - they gave green light and asked to
terminate my brain via ECT - was rationalized
to me on Loka in Novo mesto in 2006 as "since
you are not writing about what goes on as we
agreed, we came to mutual conclusion that it
is just better to erase entire memory out of
your head...we are not impressed with you and
you disappointed us").

Since humiliation from neonazis didn't work
either, Neonazis(we are still in 1996) begun
to act as if Mark Potok is right...as if I
should do same as everyone else did before
me..
Mark Potok used a white supremacist(a
colleague of Craig Cobb) to demonstrate me on
how I too should just accept above explained
phenomena as new normal and get down on
knees...
White supremacist was a colleague from Craig
Cobb by the name Kynan Dutton...Kynan was used
to even example me on how I should readjust
myself to US system and become humble in
respect to discrimination from minorities...
Kynan Dutton and others gestured me that
minorities in US have more rights than whites
and is expected of me to be no different from
other whites...
Whole thing maddened me even more as I can't
stand hypocrisy...it maddened me even more
since I have seen American system in its
whole(demanding from me just like from others
to live life in self denial or if you like
"live a lie" after being severely
discriminated against and even physically
tortured by both groups...it was a drop over
the edge for me).

Everything(my resilience), however, was video
recorded in Miami by John McCain's team...and
as much as I was sure on how no one can do
anything against what became my open/public
stands/views against those who were involved
against me, huge storm brewed behind my
back(against me)...
This explains well on why I had friends from all sorts of
racial backgrounds and was liked by minorities whom I have
met in private life away from state employment agency while
at the same time hated(videos of John McCain - lies and
state's misinterpretation per who I was were used to spread
hatred based on lies against me onto people who had no
problems interacting with me) by others...
People who were lied on how I hate minorities, were
systematically noticing big hall in lies once they got to
know me. I had friends from all over the world(every
background you possibly can imagine - Mexico, Jamaica,
Haiti, Brasil, Philippines, China, South Korea and so
on)...it was nice, but I was repeatedly ordered by CIA to
hate anything that wasn't white...
CIA WAS DOING ITS BEST FOR ME TO HATE WORLD AND FOR WORLD
TO HATE ME(I had some very wealthy people from South and
central Americas who even gestured me to just pack and
leave to South or central America where they would help me
disappear for good and establish new life - not talking
about post 2006 developments, but instead prior to 2006)...

FINALLY JOHN MCCAIN STEPPED OUT OF THE CURTAIN
PUBLICLY ON THE STAGE OF STATE EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY AND PROCLAIMED INFRONT OF ME(indirectly
using other parties to build in me idea - yet
another lie) ON HOW HE GOT INVOLVED IN LAST
MOMENT AS I WAS GONNA DRAG DOWN(DESTROY WITH
MY CONDUCT) ALL NEONAZIS IN AMERICA VIA

SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER WHOSE ATTENTION I
MANAGED TO ATTRACT ACCORDING TO HIM(DUDE WAS
PRESENT ALL ALONG, BUT ONCE CASE EXPLODED AND
MORE AND MORE SENATORS/CONGRESSMEN BECAME EVEN
ACQUAINTAINED WITH ONE, JOHN MCCAIN BEGUN TO
CALM THEM DOWN WITH MORE LIES - ALL SORTS OF
THEORIES ON WHY AND HOW THINGS WILL BE DONE HE OFFICIALLY TOOK CHARGE OF ONE).

Kynan on left and his girlfriend on right...Cobb in the middle.
Its a lie - all three people seen here and others were engaging along
with SPLC in MKULTRA(electroshocks). and all went under close
supervision(instructions) of John McCain. John McCain
always wanted to be seen as helpful individual, in reality he
wouldn't only trade with human lives(did nothing but betray/backstab/lie 24/7), but what became clear latter even with
nations(existence of Polish and Ukrainian nations was thrown on a
trade table with Russia for the sake of global neonazi takeover plan

- bigger Judas that John McCain, world have not seen yet...John
McCain lured Polish and Ukrainian politicians in a trap and just
like myself have video recorded them on what he presented trap to
Russians in hope for higher bid that would also seal faith of Ukraine
and Poland).
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT NEEDED MY RADICALISM AND
NOT THAT ONE WOULD TRY TO SUPPRESS
ONE...AMERICAN GOVERNMENT NEEDED ONE, SO REAL
EVIL COULD HIDE BEHIND INNOCENCE...AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT NEEDED MY RADICALISM SO ONE COULD
DEPICT ONE TO EVEN NON WHITE NATIONS(those who
possessed nuclear weapons and counted
therefore for such plan to fully succeed) AS
EVIL AND THEMSELVES AS SOLUTION TO ONE...THIS
IS HOW AMERICAN US GOVERNMENT GOT AT
NEGOTIATION TABLE FOR NEW GLOBAL
ORDER(IMPERIAL TAKEOVER OF THE WORLD
PLAN) EVEN CHINA AND INDIA !!!
John McCain invited Slovenian politicians to
state employment agency in Miami to observe my
misbehavior. These were people with solid
communist backgrounds who at first yelled at
me(the would explode in my face at the
employment agency with their issues) on what
they were interrupted and pulled back by John
McCain's assistants in rear office areas of
employment agency where explained what truly
went on. Would return after few hours still
red faced(clearly upset), but expressed me via
frustrated talk(just watching what went on as
the third party was impossible thing to do for

state people, now imagine to be in my skin) an
understanding for situation...it took them two
weeks and to some even more to finally
accept(settle one in mind rationalize/compute one properly) my bloody
reality in Miami.
I do not mention words communist because
individuals with such backgrounds would
represent in general bad views in my eyes, but
instead because after these people realized
and have seen with their own eyes what went on
have failed to help/assist in any way(million
times and have had turned even into heaviest
and most violent abusers)...
Far the biggest representation(presence and
numerically wise) of all foreign governments
in Miami was the one of South Africa - failed
Apartheid diplomats. AWB organisation(entire
leadership) as well as Sunette Bridges
appeared(they arrived to Miami first - before
all other foreign European delegations)...this
people were insane about me, but for all the
wrong reasons as they didn't quite well
understood my points of view on their WORDS in
respect to "poverty"(white genocide) in South
Africa...
Their idea was directed in new Nelson Mandela
who, however, would be white which option was
none of my interest...I was interested instead

in work/money(creation of conditions in which
I could grow my family - something I was
deprived off in Slovenia and what made me
immigrate to US).
They were repeated this straight in the face
on several occasions due to their
unwillingness to pay for services which they
demanded from me(they gestured me on how I
should become politically involved - create my
own website and write about white genocide in
South Africa and so on). Each dismissal of
their "gestures" on my behalf ended
unsuccessfully and whole thing grew into
racketeering(they promised to "help" me
"anyways" in respect to becoming new Nelson
Mandela - a very serious threat on behalf of
totally INSANE Moscow and Belgrade which were
involved in the case).
In 2000, Putin's daughter Mariya Putina begun
to date Dutch gigolo.
IN SHORT, I DISLIKED AND NEONAZIS AND
MINORITIES...WAS FORCED TO RETURN TO
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND IF DIDN'T, THEY WOULD
BEGUN TO PAY ME EVEN VISITATIONS TO THE STORE
OF MY EX-WIFE IN MIAMI DOWNTOWN.
WHITE NELSON MANDELA EQUALED TO POLITICAL
SCHIZOPHRENIA(STATE TORTURE IMPLEMENTED VIA WRITTEN
SCENARIO/CUSTOMRESUME AND SOMETHING THAT COMMUNISTS FROM
YUGOSLAVIA, SERBIA, AND RUSSIA BEGUN TO IMPLEMENT INSTEAD

WITH IDEAS OF THEIR OWN). VICTIM IS TYPICALLY PROMISED ALL
SORTS OF AWARDS(HIGHEST STATE POSITIONS AND FINANCIAL
COMPENSATIONS) ON WHAT ONE IS ABUSED VIA MKULTRA SCENARIOS
INTO FALSE BELIEVES WHICH ARE INTERPRETED TO HIM ALONG WITH
WRITTEN SCENARIOS ON WHY HE SHOULD SEE(TOLERATE ABUSE AND
POINT IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF ABUSERS AND PREVIOULSY
PROMISED FINANCIAL COMPENSATIONS ARE LOST ALONG THE
WAY) THEM AS SUCH. PROMISED FOR TOLERANCE OF ABUSE WERE
SUMS OF MONEY THAT WENT ALL THE WAY TO 200 BILLION US
DOLLARS AND STATE POSITIONS LIKE REPLACEMENT OF VLADIMIR
PUTIN IN A NEW USSR, NEW JOSIP BROZ TITO IN NEW YUGOSLAVIA
AND SO ON...

Swedish and Norwegian delegation was heavily
involved in MKULTRA along with CIA(Norwegian
Helle Bjorklund and Dan Andersson and few
others whose names I wouldn't mention - I only
mentioned you on here if you were really
really bad) already from very
beginning...again under same excuse as CIA
have had, "here to help you...here to save you
because THEY got you"...
Swedish and Norwegian delegations used
beautiful women along
neuroscientists(neurosurgeons who were
specializing in neuroscience Miami). All
these(women) added to tolerance of MKULTRA
abuse(torture) and have heavily confused
observes about what went on as well.
Name Helle Bjerklund is mentioned because one brought(IN
FRONT OF ME, SO I WOULD KNOW) entire MKULTRA file to
SFETC(prison where I was employed for year and half and
where most of employees were black - placing me at stakes
to get possibly even killed if you understand seriousness
of what is written here - I had dangerous conflicts because

of her criminal conduct). All was normal till then and on
what situation turned into hell(she has the right name
"Helle") after her visitation. I had numerous other reasons
to mention this Norwegian terrorist on here.

Situation was specially critical as CIA even
contemplated to turn me into a
terrorist...something that CIA had to abandon
as all my luggage was already in Miami
Downtown store from where I was about to take
off by taxi to international airport(in the
beginning of 1997). CIA had main individual
in-charged for MKULTRA apologizing me in the
store of my ex.wife, and even issuing me a
statement on how nothing related to terrorism
would ever reoccur.
CIA went on to further even insist on how I
would be instead helped(no such thing till
then and its why I believe "terrorism" issues
were used as a test to categorize me as per
what intellectual category I fit in). They
begun to gesture under MKULTRA on
earnings(financial compensation promises
started with overseas abductions...it started
with promise of 200.000 Euros in Slovenia and
then 500.000 Euros and so on...promised
amounts of money continued to increase itself
to hundreds of millions, then two billions and
in the end to no less than 200 billion Dollars
which would be used as a cash spree for
impoverished Russian people - this was promise
given to me by highest US Government officials

in 2003/2004 infront of Vladimir Putin with
idea to engage me in pro Russian politics...I
cite George Bush, Donald Trump, John McCain on
our way back from Otočec etc. "we will give
you 200 billion Dollars if you will share them
with Russian people together with Putin...do
you like the idea..."...the idea to obtain
such a large amount of money and share one
with people was certainly overwhelming;
however, money promised was more and more
replaced with world of abduction and
assassination threats which started in 1998
and have picked up in 2002 till the end of
MKULTRA in 2006...all the beautiful females
previously present in MKULTRA have disappeared
systmatically...were gone - its because George
Bush closed the deal in 2001/2002 with
Vladimir Putin on global neonazi takeover
plan...GEORGE BUSH WHO WAS OFTEN TIME PRESENT
BITCHED ME UNDER MKULTRA TO NOT MENTION HIS
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTION TO RUSSIA OR
INVOLVEMENT OF ANY KIND ONCE DONALD TRUMP GETS
ON POWER AS PRESIDENT...THEY ANTICIPATED I
WOULD HATE TRUMP BECAUSE MKULTRA WAS DESIGNED
TO PROGRAM ME ON HATING HIM DUE TO TOTAL
BETRAYAL...REPLACEMENT FOR DONALD TRUMP WHO
WOULD BE USED TO TOTALLY CONFUSE ON SITUATION
IN UKRAINE FOR THE SAKE OF RUSSIAN AGGRESSION
ON ONE WAS ALSO PREPARED IN ADVANCE OF TRUMP'S
POLITICS - THIS IS WHY I RATHER
INSISTED/CONCENTRATED ON EXPOSING GEORGE W.
BUSH AND BRITISH ROYALS DURING UKRAINIAN
CRISES).

I got my green card in 1998 and HEAVY overseas
MKULTRA abductions to Slovenia commenced. Just
as all others, Israel also became one of the
actors(even one of the main actors).
Highest ranking global politicians(some
already as presidents and prime minsters and
other to be become in near future as the case
was/is Macron, Borut Pahor, Aleksandar Vucic,
Theresa May, Poroshenko and on so on) appeared
in tiny Slovenia and even tinier city of Novo
mesto...Romney, Ron and Rand Paul(entire GOP
from 2012), Donald Trump, both Bushes,
Berlusconi, Matteo Renzi, BINYAMIN NETANYAHU,
Buckingham palace(prince Charles and latter
his both sons brothers - William and
Harry) with top operatives from MI5/MI6 and so
on...its where first unofficial meetings
commenced between Vladimir Putin(Russian
delegation) and West. These unofficial("behind
the back of KGB" - KGB new all about it, but
certain people in KGB who would oppose such
actions did not, so KGB was cautious back then
with own KGB people) Russian/West meetings
would latter(in 2001) spread further East to
Belarus where Lukashenko was the boss(FIRST IT
WAS MINSK AND THEN VITEBSK).
It was(in 1998) when I first encountered violent world of
psychiatry in my life. Now director of mental hospital Ljubljana
Polje a psychiatrist Bojan Zalar became involved and so
did psychiatrists Zoran Mudža and Cveto Gradišar...we are

already talking here about people who were either ethnic and
pro Chetnik Serbs(nothing wrong with Serbs, but everything
when it comes to word "chetniks") or even worse - Slovenian
servants(not only servants, but proven butchers) of those.
Slovenian servants who presented themselves as
communists suffered shock upon fall of
Yugoslavia and it really didn't matter to them
who and what will be that would place one back
on the map...what mattered to them the most
was
#1 NEW BEGINNINGS AND
SERBIA(Slovenian communist
Serbia as homeland and not
hate nothing more than

CONTROL
wannabes
Slovenia
Croatia)

VIA
consider
and they
and

#2 WHATEVER WOULD(EVEN CHETNIKS ARE OKAY ANYTHING IS BETTER IN EYES OF THIS TRAITORS
THAN WHAT WE HAVE GO ON TODAY) LEAD TO
CREATION OF NEW YUGOSLAVIA IS OKAY(would be
changed at latter stage into whatever would
fit whomever from the past - changed at
convenience of elites which belong to the past
SFRJ regime)...
My new MKULTRA "friends" didn't hesitate with
paranoia via psychiatry. They insisted and
insisted on my having brain implants which I
had 100%(implanted in me most likely by
Norwegians in Miami on behalf of US Government
in 1998 - VETERAN HOSPITAL MIAMI).

Why I know so...

#1 Because it would be impossible to administer high enough
amount of drugs to get me going for months when overseas as the
case was(they would take me for long walks and so on and they were
perfectly capable to communicate with me when needed provoke/challenge me with mental issues that mattered to them)...
#2 Because CIA gestured me that they had to do something like this
to obtain attention(therefore to impress them) from Eastern
Europeans - SHOCK THEM VIA TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS
#3 Because I managed to provoke prince Harry in 2005 enough to
demonstrate me effects of stated above when we were returning back
from Otočec castle.
Something I ignored(it was expected of me to
write and talk about on internet) till 2012
even that reminded on night and day for no
less than 14 years...It was Miroslav and Ales

Berger who gestured this very issue again in
2012 on what I was forcefully hospitalized by
their friend Cveto Gradišar and labeled as
paranoid schizophrenic who gestured to have
brain implants done on him(labeled as mentally
sick for suggesting to have brain implants,
labeled as extremely dangerous to myself and
environment and tortured with unprecedentedUNMATCHED psychiatric violence for daring to
state to have brain implants).
In 2012, head scan was done in notorious
mental hospital Ljubljana Polje which
according to psychiatrist Zoran Mudza(scan was
not even shown to me for at least 8 months or
till I came to his department if one was mine
at all...and as brain implants are done OR
REMOVED in hospitals such as the one where I
was what only proves my point) didn't show any
brain implants...psychiatrist Tajana
Prokselj(Serbian and pro Serbian chetnik from
my native town Novo mesto in Slovenia) who got
involved in MKULTRA torture in 2001 via Zoran
Mudza(Zoran was from Ljubljana and wanted
younger and local psychiatrist assistant in
this very matter from - old Cveto Gradišar was
insufficient) also sadistically poked fun at
me for my stating as seen above in 2014(SHE
WENT FURTHER ON AND HAVE DURING COMPULSORY
VISITATIONS TO HER OFFICE AT THE LOCAL
HOSPITAL CONSISTENTLY TERRORIZED/THREATEN ME
WITH IMMEDIATE HOSPITALISATION IF I WOULD ONLY

DARE TO MENTION WORDS "MKULTRA" AND "BRAIN
IMPLANTS" ON THE INTERNET)...
Back to 1998...Super heavy racism and
discrimination commenced against me in
Miami...no right to employment of almost any
kind. If lucky, I worked temporary jobs on
parking lots under the sun in Miami...excuse
was my lack of US citizenship...minorities
become involved in my employment issues and
used to create all sorts of difficulies even
that THE ONLY REAL MINORITY IN MIAMI was
myself(ethnic Slovenian heavily prosecuted by
Belgrade and Moscow via Ljubljana).
American Job Corps have had in my hands even
entire dossier(file) from Slovenian
schools(all translated to English language) as
well as from Slovenian employment office where
Slovenian state conditioned me
employment(SANITY AND NOT EMPLOYMENT - YOU CAN
SEE WHAT WENT ON AT THIS http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_botjan/petnajsti-del-2008-between-life-and-truth-it-s-a-free-world-by-avsec-bostjan/23723 VERY
OFFICE IN SLOVENIA IN 2006/2007 UPON MY RETURN
TO SLOVENIA WHEN TOLD BY LOCAL EMPLOYEE WHO
IMITATED JOSEPH STALIN BESIDE HUMILIATING ME
HAVE ALSO MENTIONED HOW I DON'T EVEN HAVE THE
RIGHT TO SEARCH FOR EMPLOYMENT IN SLOVENIAN
STATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY) with lowest of the
low paid jobs(works such as in brickyard
factory and stone cutter in quarry for a
minimum wage and so on - non related to the
two professions as educated for hard labor

work), but not to help me...idea behind was to
use what Slovenia have done to me to even
deepen existing crises in US(all carefully
video recorded/prepared) and prevent me from
having any sort of future opportunities for
normal life
elsewhere http://ausertimes.blogspot.

si/2016/12/obama-is-not-donedestrozing-america.html
WHY MAKING MY LIFE IMPOSSIBLE FROM
AMERICAN SIDE !!?????
Because of international politic which begun
to actively meet in Miami...Because of
international politic which begun to actively
meet in Novo mesto, Slovenia(in house from
where I ran to USA in 1994)...because it was
necessary to realize global imperial plan,
because it was necessary to make my life
impossible(without making my life impossible,
their plan/negotiations wouldn't get through).
Biggest deals in the history of the world were
on the table is why...if Russia was become a
partner in this deal, it was important not
only to give Russia technology, but also time
for one to upgrade existing junk to somewhat
comparable to West technology(its how Russia
gained enough self confidence to engage in
such plan with West - it was important to
assure Russian generals/politicians on

cooperation with West by demonstrating them
new capabilities which would guarantee safety
to Russia even New World Order if anything
would go wrong with new partners).
Russia which was at least 50 years behind West
needed technological, economical as well as
geopolitical(Ukraine was given to Russia as
well - not only Crimea, but entire
Ukraine...Kosovo back to Serbia and even
entire Yugoslavia would assemble itself back
and so on) assistance from the West on what
Germany and France would squeeze Poland/
Czech/ Slovakia/ Romania into union with
Russia.
China needed the same and West needed the
permission to again engage on global stage in
acts of imperialism.
Ex Colonies would be returned to France and to
Great Britain is why...they threw on a table
entire African continent, entire Mid East,
South America, and Asia(where China, Japan,
and India would get their share)....
What you read here have had already happened
in a great portion...look at the Russian
military technology and what is happening more
and more on a global stage because of
Russia(West needs aggressive Russia to push

own aggressive agendas - we witness to total
change of Western societies at this time)...
It was a necessity to ruin my life foremost
economically in USA as economic issue was used
to condition my parents with
my "visitations" to Slovenia(even if under
MKULTRA, those were visitations in eyes of my
parents whose view on reality was clouded long
long time ago...this types of visitations
would only appear to abnormal and mentally
sick violent parents and my parents were/are
heavily sick people - PERFECT SETUP FOR
GOVERNMENTS WHO EVEN COUNTED ON HERE MENTIONED
MENTAL SICKNESS TO RESOLVE THEIR DILEMMAS).
Whole situation led into bigger and bigger
dependence on meetings in our house where
secret societies would gather and whole thing
went on till March of 2006(another location
convenient for Putin was Israel where I was
brought on numerous occasions as well)...
AIRPLANE TICKETS(MKULTRA TORTURE) FROM MIAMI
TO SLOVENIA AND OTHER LOCATIONS BECAME NEW
EXCUSE FOR FORCED JOBLESSNESS IN MY NEW
HOMELAND KNOWN AS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA...
Russian, Serbian, and as a result
Slovenian(nothing more than Moscow/Belgrade
colony/satellite is what Slovenia is) politic
which involved in matter own psychiatrists
have used with full permission of United

States of America government most
brutal(sadistic) torture methods against
me...new neuroscience and psychiatric
technologies(also methods) brought to this
part of the world have result in evil which
was/is unheard off(in many cases far exceeding
Guantanamo)...Miroslav Berger(neighbor - used
to be in Yugoslav communist party and one
would travel to Belgrade in old Yugoslavia
once per week) assigned to the case as courier
between Moscow-Belgrade and Ljubljana turned
into violent psychopath who begun to enjoy
psychiatric torture on me(the more violent,
the more one was appealing to him). Miroslav
Berger went on with psychiatrists to spread
MKULTRA methods as a volunteer against other
families(on other locations) across Slovenia
and results today are visible(most brutal
killings were taking place on daily bases
across Slovenia and those often times
involved/involve/wereatribited Slovenian
natives - NEVER EVER SEEN BEFORE).
Americans and Western Europeans were shocked
in respect to Miroslav Berger and his violent
views. SLOVENIAN POLITICIANS MADE STEP FURTHER
AND HAVE BEGUN TO WASH MONEY FOR SERBIA TO
REPAIR DAMAGES DONE TO ONE DUE TO WAR WITH
NATO(its why tiny Slovenia which is in the
middle of the Europe owes over 46 billion
Dollars and Serbia only 30).
Direct involvee in MKULTRA torture from

notorious psychiatric hospital known as
Ljubljana Polje(this is hospital that murdered
numerous people in old Yugoslavia via
electroshocs and drugs and was notorious for
its brutalities against political
prisoners/dissidents), Bojan Zalar, didn't
only engaged in most bestial torture but have
proceeded in 2016 to suggest his colleagues to
rate me with extra examinations as per if I am
suitable for return into society at all(he did
same in 2014 - twice as man was just obsessed
with idea to keep me locked in there for ever
- murderous Serbian psychiatrist Zoran Mudža
begun to suggest me during forced
hospitalisation even leaving parents' money to
mental hospital which would be used by one to
take care me for the rest of my life)....but
it didn't stop there...
Bojan Zalar went in his madness even further
and have attempted to realize his forecasts
about my violence(my being a threat a danger
to society) by implementing most brutal
directed energy attacks on me(would need even
11 hours after what should be two hours of
sleep to collect my mind and get over harshest
physical and mental discomforts) which lasted
no less than 6 months parallel to total
destruction of my property(all the electronic
property incl. computers which wouldn't only
malfunction, but radiate enormous doses of
radiation were destroyed/modified - radiation
on laptop exceeded 10 microteslas and for what

you need single minute to transfer files from
your smartphones/cameras to laptops, I ended
up wasting even up to 8 hours - cameras were
broken/whacked and so on) while assisted by
local police(first administered, and trained
by local police and psychiatrists neighbors
between 2002-2006 and then covered
up/protected for their malicious acts again in
2017/2018 by very same actors = police and
psychiatrists), neighbors, and my parents.
Most brutal methods were used to keep me
locked inside the residence in winter of
2017/2018(Israel was unfortunately heavily
involved in them and again per Belgrade/Moscow
due to global interests in mid-East).
Israeli(Israel exercised under MKULTRA between years 1998
and 2006 with assistance of local Novo mesto police
numerous assassination and abduction threats) involvement
commenced repetition of MKULTRA hike from Hungary to
Belarus in 2017(this went on for 7 days without
sleep http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/04/video-polish-authorities-dont-allow.html and
have left me as a result with painful varicose veins Mossad and CIA tailgated me from Budapest to Poland,
Ukraine and then to Belarus and finally even to Belorussian
Vitebsk) after I ran from Slovenia to Hungary for life yet
again as parents and psychiatrists indicated yet another
hospitalization - all previously orchestrated via MKULTRA.

Even the right to receive mail was denied to
me as new items ordered from internet were
often times arriving destroyed(as seen in
videos bellow).

ALL EXACTLY AS PROMISED UNDER MKULTRA WOULD BE
THE CASE(in 2005/2006, have local physicians
measured even effects of variety of radiation
methods on me - from microwaving to XRaying...they went as far as gesturing me
pressure boiling via directed energy weapons
which would leave me with sceasure...can give
names out if necessary, but will not at this
point as it would only hurt them - physicians
in 2005/2006 didn't agree with already totally
insane BELGRADE-MOSCOW methods implemented
against me and have warned/debated against
such practices without any success).

BOJAN ZALAR'S PRACTICES AGAINST ME
BETWEEN 2012 AND MID. 2017
Zalar's issues didn't stop with physical
harm(most severe torture) to which I was
subjected in mental hospital and nor even with
years of terror(total psychological
destruction of mind) that followed up on me at
home(when twice hospitalized, I was locked for
extended periods of time in closed departments
- even for 10 months at the time what is
unheard off - in most cases, people are
released from those after just few days and
they held me in there for 10 months
straight...what should have been already
deadly psychiatric pills were most likely
pills with added poison http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/03/video-

- I died almost three
times and my body was half paralyzed - I could
barely walk, almost couldn't talk as even my
jaw was locked, couldn't sleep on my right
side as heart was about to explode from
pain...stuff nobody could understand and
nobody have seen it before...pillows were
wettened by my saliva to the point when one
could continue to just drain them...oil and
not only sweat drops was dripping from my
forehead...blood dripped out of my penis).
worst-weekend-in-my-life-explained.html

When released(whenever outside of mental
hospital), years of terror followed up on
me(no less than 5 years of home visitations on
biweekly bases and my obligatory visitations
to local psychiatrists - absorption of deadly
psychiatric pills was obligatory). What you
red here was used to control my journalist
writing - terror telephone calls from
notorious Ljubljana Polje mental hospital
followed up on me whenever I would post even
on Facebook(Moscow Belgrade Ljubljana
journalism control was pure mania/obsession
for apparatchics).
BOJAN ZALAR HAVE ALONG WITH STATE PROSECUTOR
BOJAN AVBAR IN HIS HORRIFIC FINDINGS CLAIMED
ON HOW I ATTEMPT TO EXTERMINATE SERBS,
SLOVENES, JEWS, ROMA PEOPLE, AND SO ON...ZALAR
CLAIMED HOW I ADHORE SERIAL KILLER ANDERS
BREIVIK WHAT BROUGHT TO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
IN LJUBLJANA EVEN NOVO MESTO POLICE(I WAS

LOCKED FIRST BASED ON TOTAL LIES...LOCKED
WITHOUT CRIMINALS HAVING ANY PROOFS FOR THEIR
ACCUSATION STATEMENTS AGAINST ME AT ALL AND
AFTER MONTH OR TWO LOCAL POLICE ARRIVED TO
INTERROGATE ME INSIDE THE MENTAL HOSPITAL WITH
QUESTIONS SUCH AS IF I DID ADHORE ANDERS
BREIVIK - BEYOND INSANE FROM BOJAN ZALAR AND
BOJAN AVBAR ON BEHALF OF MOSCOW-BELGRADE).
This type of psychological pressure would
place in grave any individual and this
regardless of his mental strength.

And the reality on Bojan
Zalar/Bojan Avbar's claims on how
I attempt to exterminate SERBS,
SLOVENES, JEWS, ROMA PEOPLE, and
don't know whom else...lets say
rather the reality on Serbian
psychiatrists involved in my case
against me on behalf of Belgrade
and Moscow via Ljubljana...
Main psychiatrists involved in my case against
me were ZORANA MUDŽA(SERBIAN FROM
LJUBLJANA), TATJANA PROKŠELJ(LOCAL
SERBIAN), BOJAN ZALAR(PROBABLY SLOVENIAN FROM
LJUBLJANA), CVETO GRADIŠAR(YOU CAN CALL HIM
MR. BELGRADE - LOCAL PSYCHITRIST), and in
latter stage(2004-2006) also VESNA

ŠVAB(probably Slovenian, but may also be
Jewish Slovenian - she is 100% pro Yugoslav as
her views repeatedly changed under MKULTRA
from what would be help into a heavy abuse rather into heavy abuse via
"help" http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/05/video-psychiatrists-vesna-svab-cveto.html).

In report obtained via psychiatric
hospital Ljubljana Polje was
written that I was so mentally
sick in 2012 due to lack of
medications that I wouldn't even
know where or who I was(I who have
IQ reasoning about twice better
than average psychiatrist and I
who have ability to rationalize
mental issues related to operation
of human mind/psychology at least
three times as great as average
psychiatrist/psychologist, didn't
know according to maniacs who
arived to conduct hearing even
>>who or where I was when thrown
behind walls of mental institution
in 2012<< psychologists/psychiatrists are

amateurs in their fields compared
to me as none of them have the
ability to test him/herself under
MKULTRA that lasted for over 12
years - first psychological
evaluations I was subjected to
have happened at age of 8 when
sent to school psychologists in
Yugoslavia by teachers due to "low
grades" - low grades based on
daily beatings performed by herds
of schoolmates who were
incited/instructed in violence by
teachers and at home to extreme
beatings conducted on me by
parents - but still sent to
psychologists because it is
abnormal to have low grades due to
extreme domestic and in school
abuse according to Yugoslav
Slovenian teachers/system - all
school psychologists have come to
terms that nothing was wrong with
me, but exactly the opposite -

they claimed my being very
intelligent boy, but have openly
admitted me to fear getting in
conflict with teachers for my
sake).

Not many kids are subjected to degree of social violence I
was exposed too as kid up to age 16...not many kids are
asking themselves at age 12 what is purpose of life if one
is so strong yet not allowed to excel - beaten up instead
by system on daily bases. It was that first serious
depression I suffered at age 12(AND MOVED ON ON MY
OWN) that marked my life with idea that physical violence
from school and at home won't last for ever - its what made

me tough - tougher that rest of the humanity which
typically breaks down and ends either homeless or inside of
the prison system when adults...

The reality on Bojan Zalar/Bojan Avbar's
claims on how I attempt to exterminate SERBS,
SLOVENES, JEWS, ROMA PEOPLE, and don't know
whom else was that Zoran Mudža didn't brought
inside the house in Novo mesto during 20002001 only Aleksandar Vučič(today a Serbian
president), but also most famous CHETNIK known
as Vojislav Šešelj in 2002-2003 !!!
Chetnik who mass murdered and have called for
mass murder(genocide) of Croatian, Bosnian,
and Kosovo population...action because of
which entire Croatian delegation which
observed MKULTRA case disappeared(have
abandoned me - left me in complete dust
because of Vojislav Šešeljćs appearance). from
me.
Action because of which Croatian side have
rightfully acknowledged me as dangerous and a
threat to Croatia...AND IT DIDN'T STOP
THERE...DISGRACE FOR MURDEROUS SLOVENIAN
SERBIAN PSYCHIATRISTS GREW EVEN FURTHER AS
RUSSIAN DIPLOMATS(AND VUCIC HIMSELF) HAVE TOLD
ME THAT GENOCIDE IN WHICH MOSCOW/BELGRADE
ELITES WERE ENGAGING IN VIA LJUBLJANA AGAINST
ME WAS ACTUALLY USED TO HAVE WAR CRIMINAL
VOJISLAV ŠEŠELJ RELEASED FROM HAGUE WHILE IT
WAS EXPECTED OF ME BY THESE VERY SAME ACTORS

TO BLAME(POINT FINGERS AT IN) STATE OF ISRAEL
FOR IT ALL...
Aleksandar Vučič, Borut Pahor and Russians(Putin, Medvedev,
Lavrov and so on) insisted all along under MKULTRA that it was all
my fold that bombing of Serbia took place and will count Seselj's
release from jail in Hague as easing circumstance in respect to my
future as it was my personal case(INTERNATIONAL
INVOLVEMENT IN ONE) used to extort Hague per his release.
Therefore the one to blame for NATO's
intervention(BOMBARDMENT) in Serbia wasn't
Russia which deliberately observed(have not
invested a single effort to stop what went
on) Serbian massacre against Slovenian,
Croatian, Bosnian, and Kosovo people from the
distance, but I(myself) and United States of
America for stopping Serbian massacre of other
Slavic nations on Balkans(because thats all
America have done back then - USA have done
job that Russia should have done, but have
deliberately ailed to do - unfortunately,
numerous innocent Serbs suffered and country
became populated with radiation, but no other
option was left in respect to NATO war with
Serbia)..
THEY(RUSSIA, SERBIA, SLOVENIA, BELARUS) GOT
NEWEST AMERICAN AND WESTERN EUROPEAN
TECHNOLOGY(MILITARY, PHARMACEUTICAL,
NEUROSCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ON GENERAL) THROUGH

TO ME, AND I WAS THE ONE GUILTY FOR IT
ALL...YOU PROBABLY UNDERSTAND NOW WHY
YUGOSLAVIA NOR USSR DIDN'T LAST...WHEN NO
LONGER NEEDED, IT WAS TIME TO BRUTALLY MURDER
ME...COMPEL ME INTO SUICIDE VIA MOST BRUTAL
FORCED UNEMPLOYMENT(LATTER EVEN PSYCHIATRY
WHICH ACKNOWLEDGED ME AS INSANE AT AGE 40),
THERE WERE SEVERAL INDIRECT AND DIRECT
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTS THAT TOOK PLACE, TRIED
TO JAIL ME VIA FALSE ACCUSATIONS IN
SLOVENIA(EVEN FAKE BILLS/CHARGES FOR INTERNET
SERVICES AND FISHING WITHOUT LICENSE - ITS
WHERE WHO KNOWS WHAT WOULD HAPPEN - IF I EVER
WOULD GET OUT OF PRISON ALIVE ONCE
IMPRISONED), THEN PSYCHIATRY, AND MORE AND
MORE AND MORE VIOLENCE...
ITS WHY I KNOW THAT WHAT IS HAPPENING IN UKRAINE AND MAY
SOON DEVELOP IN POLAND AS WELL IS SAME OLD SAME FROM SOVIET
YUGOSLAV PAST(20 million murdered via starvation in Ukraine
alone and will not go into other scenarios which red coated
gestapo used) - ECONOMIC GENOCIDE AND TERRORISM WHICH IS
NOT TO BE TRUSTED.

The reality on Bojan Zalar/Bojan
Avbar's claims(written reports) on
how I attempt to
exterminate SERBS, SLOVENES, JEWS,
ROMA PEOPLE, and don't know whom
else was/is that RED COATED
GESTAPO is engaging is most severe

acts of genocide against me
personally via Ljubljana for
already no less than 46 years.
After the fall of Yugoslavia(GREAT
SERBIA), Russia was used to stalk
me to USA where I escaped from mad
Balkan regime.
MADNESS OF GREAT SERBIA AND NEW USSR, HOWEVER,
DIDN'T STOP EVEN HERE...ENRAGED MIROSLAV
BERGER, BORUT PAHOR, ZORAN MUDŽA, VLADIMIR
PUTIN, ALEKSANDAR VUČIČ, AND OTHER FILTH FROM
EASTERN EUROPE IN 2005-2006, DECIDED TO REMOVE
ME PERMANENTLY FROM EUROPE...
IT WASN'T ENOUGH THAT MY SLOVENIAN AND
AMERICAN CITIZENSHIPS WERE DESTROYED(ENTIRE
LIFE SINCE CHILDHOOD RUINED) BY THIS GOOD FOR
NOTHING RUSSO BALKAN MAFIA...THEY WENT AHEAD
TO COMPLETE ETHNIC CLEANSING(GENOCIDE FOR THE
SAKE OF GREAT SERBOSLAVIA AND NEW USSR) BY
USING RELATIVE OF BENJAMIN NETANYAHU WITH WHOM
I HAVE FALLEN IN LOVE(IT WAS MUTUAL) WITH
ALREADY IN 1998 THROUGH DARKEST SCENARIO
POSSIBLE....
THEY WENT AHEAD TO COMPLETE ETHNIC CLEANSING
VIA USE OF DIRECT ENERGY WEAPONS(IF NOT VIA

USE OF DIRECT ENERGY WEAPONS, SURGERY IS WHAT
I WAS TOLD WOULD TAKE IN HOSPITAL TO CREATE ME
ONE) THAT WOULD LEAVE ME WITH BEGINNING STAGES
OF BRAIN CANCER ON WHAT ONE WOULD BE BOOSTED
BY USE OF PSYCHIATRIC PILLS...
WHY THIS TYPE OF PROCEDURE WAS SO
NECESSARY !!????? BECAUSE I INDICATED

UNDER MKULTRA THE ABILITY TO
RECOGNIZE TRUTH ABOUT VLADIMIR
PUTIN. MEANING THAT THEY COULDN'T CHANGE PAST
MKULTRA DEALINGS WHEN THEY ORCHESTRATED
VARIETY OF MANIPULATIONS(HOW JEWS ARE STALKING,
THEN ITALIANS, GYPSIES, EVEN ARABS BECAME
STALKERS AND GERMANS AND SO ON) WHICH WOULD
BRING ME CLOSER TO RUSSIAN(NEW USSR) AND
YUGOSLAV MENTALITY AND AS ALL WOULD BECOME
CLEAR ABOUT WHO IS WHAT IS, IT WAS NECESSARY FOR
BELGRADE AND MOSCOW TO SOMEHOW PROTECT THAT
BOND OF PREVIOULSY INSTILLED LIES IN ME OR ONE
WOULD BREAK INDEFINITELY...THEREFORE AS I WOULD
CHANGE MY VIEWS AND PUBLICLY ATTACK PUTIN FOR
WHAT HE TRULY IS, IT WAS TIME TO DO SOMETHING THAT
WOULD EITHER STOP ME FROM WRITING OR SIMPLY KILL
ME.
AND THERE YOU HAVE IT - DIRECT ENERGY WEAPONS
ATTACKS(AND DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY AND SO
ON)...IF NOTHING ELSE, CREATION OF PATHOS...
AT NO WONDER DID CRIMINALS INVOLVED DESPERATELY

IN CASE EVEN NETANYAHU'S NIECE WHO WOULD GET ME
TO A "SAFE PLACE" KNOWN AS ISRAEL(ETHNIC
CLEANSING - GENOCIDE COMPLETED IN THE NAME OF
LOVE VIA EXTREME ABUSE - YOUR/MY SPOT IN
SLOVENIA TAKEN BY SERB OR RUSSIAN). THATS ALL

OBEDIENT as
per being of female sex, but per
her uncle Netanyahu who would do
anything possible to accommodate
insane Belgrade Moscow demands for
the sake of the Israel) NETANYAHU'S
NIECE(SHE LOVES SLOVENIA, RUSSIA,
SERBIA, BELARUS AND SO ON - SHE IS
ADDICTED TO TO ENTIRE EUROPE), NO
LONGER WAS OFFERED TO STAY IN LATE
STAGES OF MKULTRA SCENARIOS IN ANY
OF OUR SLAVIC COUNTRIES(PUTIN GAVE
HER EVEN RUSSIAN
CITIZENSHIP...SLOVENIAN AND
SERBIAN MAFIA INSISTED ALL ALONG
ON HOW SHE COULD LIVE HAPPILY IN
SLOVENIA OR WHEREVER AS
PLEASED)...BUT NOW INSTEAD EVEN
HER RUSSIAN CITIZENSHIP BECAME
>>QUESTIONABLE<<(they begun to
GOVERNMENTS OBEDIENT(not only

threaten her) IN 2005/2006 IN CASE
SHE WOULDN'T "COOPERATE" WITH
BELGRADE AND MOSCOW DEMANDS(LOVE
ISSUES FROM THE PAST TURNED INTO
HYSTERICAL, "WE WILL TAKE EVEN
RUSSIAN CITIZENSHIP AWAY FROM HER
IF YOU WILL NOT COOPERATE AND WILL
WRITE AGAINST PUTIN AND BELGRADE
WAS THE NAME OF THE
GAME") CONCERNING MY
FUTURE("future" meant back then
today/now in 2018) WRITING AGAINST
PUTIN AND BELGRADE.
AND SO IF I WOULD CONTINUE TO EXPOSE GENOCIDE
DESPITE HERE MENTIONED HURDLES WHICH BELGRADE
AND MOSCOW PREPARED, SECOND SCENARIO WOULD
COME TO PLAY...

Tumor would be solved in Israel and I most likely pronounced as
dead in Slovenia - in reality happy with her in Israel(truth is that
I love her unconditionally because she is an awesome girl - not
only beautiful, but also because of greatness inside of her memories on how they pressurized her under MKULTRA and
what she had gone through consequently in her life afterwards
have only intensified my feelings for her - I can say I love her
with all my heart, but not to the point that I would make new

spot in Slovenia for a CHETNIK family for the sake of great
Serbia and new USSR) - I NEVER EVER CONFUSED LOVE
WITH ETHNIC CLEANSING ISSUES AS BELGRADE
-MOSCOW WOULD WANT ME TOO..."AFTERLIFE"
OPTION IS THEREFORE REJECTED FROM MY SIDE
INDEFINITELY - SHE AND I HAVE THE RIGHT TO LIVE
AS PLEASED IN SLOVENIA OR USA OF WHICH CITIZEN I
AM AND NO RUSSIAN OR SERBIAN OR SLOVENIAN WILL
DECIDE ANYTHING ON BEHALF OF THE TWO OF US
FOR THAT MATTER....
NETANYAHU'S NIECE ABSOLUTELY HAVE THE RIGHT TO
PRESS CRIMINAL CHARGES AGAINST SLOVENIAN
POLICE AND POLITICIANS INVOLVED IN CASE
AGAINST HER(WHAT SLOVENIAN POLICE HAVE DONE TO
HER IS NOTHING ELSE THAN MOST CRIMINAL FORM OF
BLACKMAIL) ALONE AS WELL AS AGAINST MOSCOW AND
BELGRADE WHICH DEMANDED FROM SLOVENIAN POLICE
THIS TYPE OF APPROACH(GENOCIDE TACTICS) TOWARD
MY CASE.
WHAT YET NEED TO BE VIDEO RECORDED AND DISCLOSED IS NOVO
MESTO'S POLICE LAST ATTEMPT TO DESPERATELY CONFUSE ME PER
INVOLVEMENT OF DOMESTIC CHETNIKS IN NOVO MESTO WHICH
WERE HEAVILY INVOLVED IN MY CASE.
NOVO MESTO' POLICE ATTEMPTED TO PROTECT THEIR INVOLVEMENT
AT ALL COST.
JANEZ OGULIN AND NOVO MESTO POLICE HAVE TOTAL
TIES(MAINTAIN DIRECT TIES - DIRECT CONNECTION) WITH POLICE
DEPARTMENT FROM BELGRADE WHICH ANTICIPATED TO GET ME IN
BELGRADE VIA SCAMS. RELATED TO http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/06/videocoming-borut-pahor-and-serboslavs.html

NOVO MESTO'S POLICE DEPARTMENT = BELGRADE POLICE DEPARTMENT
AND THEY PROUDLY BOASTED ABOUT THIS VERY FACT UNDER MKULTRA.

SOME EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS, HOWEVER, HAVE
SIGNALLED UNDER MKULTRA THAT AUDIO
RECORDINGS OF CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN
BELGRADE AND NOVO MESTO'S POLICE ARE ALREADY
IN THEIR HANDS !!!

PSYCHOPATHS BOJAN ZALAR WITH HIS
ZORAN MUDŽA, BOJAN AVBAR, BORUT
PAHOR, MIROSLAV BERGER, CVETO
GRADIŠAR, AND OTHER BEYOND
MENTALLY SICK INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE
ENGAGING UNDER MKULTRA WITH
SLOVENIAN POLICE IN MOST SEVERE
PHYSICAL ABUSE WORLD HAVE EVER
KNOWN FOR AND HAVE INCITED IN
PARANOID SCHIZOPHRENIA VIA MKULTRA
HAVE GONE AS FAR AS RATING ME IN
REAL LIFE WITH ONE....I DON'T
THINK YOU HAVE EVER RED ANYTHING
AS HORRIFIC AS IS WRITTEN HERE.
INSTRUCTIONS WERE BLAME ISRAEL AS
ISRAEL HAS A LOTS OF MONEY AND WE

WILL MAKE SURE THAT ISRAEL
PAYS...WE WILL HELP YOU(IT WAS
ALWAYS FOR ME AND ALWAYS A FORM OF
HELP - ETHNIC CLEANSING/GENOCIDE
BECAME A NEW FORM OF HELP FOR
VICTIMS OF ONE).
During yet another terror expulsion and
according to MKULTRA(already done in
2003/2004) scenario in 2017(March), Jews would
stalk me all over the Eastern Europe...there
really were few involved, but most of actors
were likely locals. It even ended with new
"Mossad"(if not Mossad, then individual who
definitely acted as one - he even imitated
Israeli dialect) roommate in Vitebsk asylum
center in Belarus http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/07/new-mossadroommate-used-to-intimidate.html.
7 days long restless traveling during which
backpacks were ripped and some electronic
equipment ruined(even modified telephone
software appeared on one of my
telephones)...for all Americans and Israelis
should be blamed for...
Not genocide from my side against Serbian
people and so on, but instead RED GESTAPO
CHETNIK politic against me under guidance and
protection from Moscow and Belgrade.

And so in 2012 after I filed already God knows
how many police assistance requests against my
parents(have written even on public blog that
I was victim of heavy domestic abuse till age
16) of which some even indicated photos of
domestic abuse done on me, I was accused of
domestic violence by psychiatrist Cveto
Gradišar(close friend of frequent Belgrade
visitor and my neighbor Miroslav Berger) and
hospitalized based on one. Even belts were
used on me during hospitalization procedure
despite non existence of violence from my
side. When brought to psychiatric hospital
Ljubljana Polje by ambulance vehicle which
driver and his coworker acted as insane, I was
asked by police if I knew where I was on what
gesture I answered with "no"...when asking
them or stuff as per where I was, nobody would
answer my questions...my already non existing
rights were taken away from me even further as
if I never ever existed. Serbs or their wives
became my lawyers or jurors and the right to
say anything on court sessions was taken away
from me. Those who "represented me" were
selected by the state and those alone insisted
on my agreeing to everything ordered by
judge/prosecutors.
Novo mesto court begun bogus terror
proceedings(have received half a meter stock
of court invitations and diagnosis from
psychiatrists in which I was addressed
repeatedly as "mental patient" and "paranoid

schizophrenic") during which my sanity was
conditioned...heaviest abusers(my
parents) became along with my sister(also
involved in MKULTRA and extremely abusive) a
victims and I the was the one acknowledged as
violent one.
My life became at age 41 worthless...all
efforts to swim out of circle of death via
legal means(courts) nothing more than useless
attempts(courts didn't only commence bogus
proceedings against me that lasted for 6
years, but also have repeatedly rejected
granting me the right to legal
assistance http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/06/videofrom-2017-v-slovenskemjezikuand.html...no right to financial assistance or
assistance of any kind - persecutions followed
up on me only for no less than 8 years - HEAVY
RETALIATIONS FOR REQUESTED HELP) circumstances such as ruined career and
acknowledged as mentally sick pushed me into
suicidal thoughts. Crises lasted for about two
weeks when released from mental hospital in
2012...
Instead of suicide, I became even more
determined to take them down. I decided
instead to respond on their violence with even
stronger work(expose them totally per who and
what they are via unconditional
sacrifice) ethics..work unmatched and all
based on fearless(psychiatrist Tatjana
Prokšelj who was involved in MKULTRA since

2001 to 2006 threatened and threatened against
my public speech concerning MKULTRA...she
referred to one as psychosis and have
threatened repeatedly with hospitalization if
I would dare to even mention brain implants
and MKULTRA - she eventually went ahead and
hospitalized me desperately for the second
time in 2014/15 and again based on total lies
with which even my mother disagreed - TOTAL
SERBIAN BUTCHERY) attitude...

AMERICAN US GOVERNMENT'S
SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER
MAKES ITS COMEBACK IN 2012 AND
PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE IN RUINING MY
LIFE EVEN MORE BY GIVING SUPPORT
TO BELGRADE/MOSCOW GOVERNMENT
VIA LJUBLJANA.
All based on total and most malicious lies
that were used by Slovenian state prosecutor
Bojan Avbar(in reality Borut Pahor) and police
to forcefully hospitalize me parallel to all
other lies which they have fabricated,
Southern Poverty Law center assists above
mentioned criminals in Slovenia several months
ahead of Anders Breivik's incident with bogus
claims on how I have expressed total support
for Jared Loughner's killing in Arizona.

Bojan Avbar and police make step further and
translate complain in respect to Jared
Loughner's name(incident January 8, 2011) into
Anders Breivik(incident 22 July 2011).
HOSPITALIZE ME, TERRORIZE ME WITH FALSE
ACCUSATIONS, AND AFTER MONTH COME TO MENTAL
HOSPITAL TO ASK ME IS WAS TRUTH THAT I
SUPPORTED AND LOVED ANDERS BREIVIK...I WASN'T
RELIESED, BUT WAS LOCKED IN CLOSED DEPARTMENT
FOR ANOTHER 9 MONTHS + 2 ON OPEN...HORROR ATOP
OF THE HORROR.
Fact about Jared Loughner and Anders Breivik
is that I deliberately provoked neonazi US
Government(THEY HATED ME FOR BEING OF SLAVIC
ORIGINS, HATED ME FOR WHAT THEY STILL OWE, AND
FOR WHAT ONE HAVE DONE AGAINST ME IN USA) via
stunt because I knew that pro "Black Lives
matters" main stream(in reality neonazi media
which needed black lives matter to explode in
violence - its how you get neonazism
going) media which deliberately ignored my
pleas for help(after being unemployed and
without the right to any kind of financial
assistance for already 6 years and have
submitted already some 50.000 online postings
already in sub comment sections about what
went on and absolutely nothing would help, I
decided on drastic step - I bombed with
comments daily and was definitely not someone
who had intention to hide himself - I probably
posted over half a million comments online
over the course of years and was/am very very

well known to journalists/governments
worldwide - every journalist on globe that
counts and is related to politics knows my
name) wouldn't resist this type of bait(it was
black Hitler Obama next to white Hitler John
McCain that set in the white house afterall =
he and his hateful black Hitleryanic youth
needed any sorts of hatreds to get their cause
going just as the case was in Miami and I was
determined to fire them up - give them all
they need)...

MY STUNT OF US GOVERNMENT IN
RESPECT TO JARED LOUGHNER'S
SHOOTING IN ARIZONA(how I have
used US Government which was
desperate for any possible mistake
I would make online via this very
incident for one to impeach
itself):
Under the provocating(attention
seeking) headline named "RELEASE JARED
LOUGHNER IMMEDIATELY", I have posted facts
about audio recorded life threats against
me http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/05/we-dont-want-you-in-america-any-more-go.html wh
en in Seattle area if not leaving USA for
good(you can hear on audio also how I was told
that I don't deserve the right to employment
and US citizenship status and should get lost

permanently out of USA - its what was repeated
to me ongoingly in 2008 and 2009 under Obama's
administrtion) while forcefully
unemployed(over 30.000 job applications
denied), exposing audio recording about CIA's
stalking me all the way to Scandinavia where
was harassed http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/01/cia-audio-recorded-harassingand_28.html by one at Swedish personal ID
center(they ruined my life in USA and have
done the same wherever I went in Western
HEMISPHERE = from Canada Austria, Germany,
Norway, Belgium and so on).
As main stream media bite bait(prohibited
otherwise STRICTLY from mentioning my name
anywhere in media - motto was "keep quiet and
will go away" = actually "away" meant "die"),
but condemnation of me by main stream media
didn't last more than half a day on my great
disappointment(and posted articles disappeared
as well)...under main stream media articles
about me, comments from politicians appeared
on how it should all be removed from online as
they have indirectly exposed US Government's
genocide against me without even realizing...
Even Mark Potok who was all excited about
possibility of denigrating(libeling) me with
lies as per being neonazi who called on mass
shootings/rampages, has shamefully
changed(TOTALLY CHANGED ONE - ITS ALL HERE
STATED VIDEO RECORDED) his article about
me(Mark Potok did so for the first time in his

life I believe, but never issued an
apology) on hiw own Southern Poverty Law
Center's page when I exited mental asylum in
2013/2014(after contacting one).
Mark Potok heavily engaged in MKULTRA also
during overseas trips to Slovenia(from 1998
and all the way up - he often times
participated in Slovenia, but signaled that if
state agreements would pass between the
countries, he and his organisation could
possibly do nothing about it to have one
stopped) and became impressed(desperate) with
Belgrade/Moscow's idea to somehow remove me
from the process.
NOTE TO THE US GOVERNMENT: ON SLOVENIAN STATE
COMPLAIN IS STATED THAT I DISTURBED US AUTHORITIES MEANING DESPITE SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER IS NOT
>>OFFICIALLY<< US GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION, I HAVE
EVEN PROOFS THAT AMERICAN GOVERNMENT DIPLOMACY
HAVE USED ONE AS US GOVERNMENT AGENCY(OFF COURSE I
AM AT LAWSUIT AGAINST US FEDERAL RESERVES FOR
UNPRECEDENTED GENOCIDE AGAINST ME AS EASTERN
EUROPEAN OF SLOVENIAN ORIGINS).

No less than 6 years of my life was destroyed
because of psychiatry and because of stated
above(you don't want to be acknowledged as
violent paranoid schizophrenic at age
40/41)) , I was ready to give in to black
thoughts as stated earlier(with ruined career
and proclaimed as insane without psychiatrists
and police having any grounds for such
claims...even second psychiatrist's opinion on

my mental condition was denied to me which is
the most severe violation of domestic and
international laws in respect to human
rights).
Exactly from opposite of what police have
violently orchestrated along with my parents
in 2012, I was the one who demanded police
assistance in 2006/2007/2008 against my
parents due to past domestic
abuse http://www.rtvslo.si/blog/avsec_botjan/dvajseti-del-2008-between-life-and-truthit-s-a-free-world-bz-avsec-bostjan/23836 what
you have seen was published already in 2009.

SLOVENIAN CHETNIK BOJAN
ZALAR(director from mental
hospital in Ljubljana Polje),
HOWEVER, DID STAYED LOYAL TO HIS
BELGRADE MASTERS(EVEN WHAT BECAME
HIS WRITTEN PRINCIPLES) WITH MY
PARENTS AND NEIGHBORS ON HOW THERE
IS VIOLENCE IN ME AND THAT HE WILL
PROVE ONE TO THE WORLD SOMEHOW AND
SO HE CONTINUED WITH
IMPLEMENTATION OF EXTREMELY

VIOLENT MKULTRA PROGRAM INTO
REALITY...
NOTE: Ja, if you beat one up for no less than 40 years on day to day
bases, I am sure you can prove some form of physical response from
that victim...Zalar is obvioulsy very sick individual.

Upon my return from Belarus in mids of 2017,
it all started with chemical burnings of my
feet http://ausertimes.blogspot.co.uk/2018/01/update-on-my-feet.html what

consequently led into total
immobility(I was forced to stay
inside for no less than 8
months...whole thing turned into
semi cancerous wounds which no
longer would even heal...from
softeners which mother who yelled
at me if I would attempt to wash
my own clothing wouldn't rinse of
socks which she failed to rinse of
socks with water, to rust remover
with which she sprayed socks which
I have washed myself...and even to
switching of regular detergent for
clothing with stain remover for
clothing...

THE more I waited for feet to
heal, the worst acute situation
was becoming...I couldn't even
stand up on my feet in the
mornings and wounds of chemical
burnings are visible even today
June 18th, 2018...but it didn't
stop there either...she went ahead
and have sprayed shower floor with
rust remover chemicals as well as
buckets which I would use to clean
my feet in)...at the same time
direct energy attacks
intensified...from beginning
microwaving turned into acoustic
attacks and according to my
neighbour to ultrasound and X
raying while electronic
equipment(all at the same
time) was either destroyed or
turned into torture machines.

I THINK STUFF LIKE THIS WOULD
LEAVE ALMOST ANYONE INSANE.
IN 2005, MOSCOW AND BELGRADE HAVE
EVEN HAD LOCAL PHYSICIANS WHOSE
NAMES I WILL NOT MENTION FOR THEIR
PROTECTION TO MEASURE EFFECTS OF
SUCH WEAPONS ON MY BLOOD PRESSURE
UNDER MKULTRA - THEY KNEW EXACTLY
WHAT DOSAGES WOULD BE USED TO
INCREASE ONE AND MANIPULATE MY
HEALTH IN DESIRED DIRECTION. IDEA
FOR BESTIALITY AGAINST ME WAS
GIVEN TO THEM BY JOHN MCCAIN AND
GEORGE BUSH(the idea on how to
destroy my personal items which
included laptop and other
important for journalism
electronic, was given to
Belgrade/Moscow by Hollywood Stallone and Schwarzenegger would
frequently accompany politicians
to entertain/confuse Eastern

European idiots on issues that
mattered to the West - Of Italian
origins Stallone grew Miami where
I was and Schwarzenegger's birth
town is about 200 kilometres from
city of Novo mesto...according to
details under MKULTRA, neighbor
Kolenc was even on commission
based pay system that depended on
number of burglaries into my
personal area).
In 2005, local Novo mesto physician warned me under MKULTRA
about possibility of death which could take place due to
play with blood pressure(directed energy weapons). Parallel
to attacks with directed energy weapons(sound pressure in
head higher than what you could hear crickets outside),
John McCain begun to joke about his brain cancer and
surgeries...its what would take place if I would dare to
write against Kremlin(Vladimir Putin).
DOCTOR Harold Bornstein(famous physician from Donald Trump
who attended Donald Trump's dealings in final stages of
MKULTRA = 2005/2006 and who spend decent amount of time
accompanying me) gave me good guide on how to deal with
health related directed energy weapon scenarios in the
future concerning high blood pressure and possible tumor
whenever the two of us would be returning from Otočec...I
cite him, "if its sound only is okay, but if you ever feel
that when walking you loose balance, its because of
possible tumor presence and you have to go and check
yourself immediately in hospital".

When I asked criminals(Mitja Veber, Kolenc,
Berger and so on) under MKULTRA why is it that
they are telling me about all this(specially
in respect to electronic equipment such as
laptop which was turned into torture
machine) in advance and don't just do the
damage to my items, I was answered
with, "exactly, so its not gonna be only
physical damage done to items is why".
Even car brought back by my neighbor Andrej
Uhl(neighbor hired for the job by my mother
and who also was involved in MKULTRA) from
Hungary where stolen by Hungarian government
from FREE PARKING LOT IN BUDAPEST(even name is
of parking lot is "free parking lot") was
returned smashed http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/11/video-neonazihungarian-government.html.
They explained to me under MKULTRA entire
system(pyramid on how it works) of building
high pressure with use of directed energy
weapons and even suggested me what to purchase
to protect myself knowing that I will not be
capable too.
What should be new laptop(program renew
provides by law that laptop can be max 8 days
old) and was sold to me with 12 months
manufacturer's warranty was already year old
with broken seal from motherboard and so
on...almost same was with purchase of hard

drive from local German Hofer Aldi store which
Hofer Aldi wouldn't repair for months or
replace(Hofer Aldi attempted to even steal
receipt/bill after issuing me with great
difficulty money return), Toshiba video camera
the same and so on...
According to MKULTRA's scenario, laptop even
belonged to Serbian president Aleksandar
Vučič.
Microwave in kitchen was modified to transmit
even over 196 MicroTeslas of radiation, my old
laptop which I was and am forced to keep with
high blood pressure sound in my ears over 10
Microteslas and so on(radiation shouldn't
exceed more than 0.1 microteslas on laptop per
health related issues), so make your own mind
what this was all about...BESTIAL !!!
Therefore failed thesis of psychiatrist Zalar
about my aggression obtained last desperate
support on his behalf via local police,
psychiatrists, neighbors, and my parents.
Concerning Slovenian legal system in addition
to stated above(justice supreme as well as
local courts) only that state prosecutor Bojan
Avbar is a personal(close) friend of my
father(both are hunters and have hunted
together - very close buddies in fact is who

they are) and judge Romana Rački Strmole who
also was involved in MKULTRA(just presented
threats on what types of impossible obstacles
I will face when requesting assistance from
Novo mesto - gestured how I have no chances
for anything) ensured how legal procedures for
which I have inquired as well as legal
proceedings based on total lies against me
were clustered(I didn't have the right to even
open my mouths - selected by state defense
attorneys have represented state against me
and not my interests). Was even told by my
defense attorneys(all selected by the
murderous Slovenian state) to keep my mouths
shut, told to agree with accusations against
me, and even double accused of fabricated by
state stuff to give me even harsher sentences
in mental hospital.

Concerning Novo mesto's chief(director) of police Janez Ogulin and
commander(probably a substitute of Janez Ogulin) of the Novo
mesto police station Tomaž Slak only that both have provided

training(psychological and on public as per how to give statements
to news/media - neighbor Dane Kolenc also obtained police
equipment such as taser guns, protective clothing, and so on someone had to train him how to use those as well) for
neighbors(specifically Dane Kolenc) as well as cover up for state
criminality against me(during MKULTRA opeartion and in real
time). Related to psychiatrist Tatjana
Prokšelj https://youtu.be/gKQECdAqB5k (START AT MINUTE 48:30 TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT IS GOING ON - I STRICTLY
DISTANCE MYSELF FROM PREVIOUS HATRED AGAINST
JEWS WHICH WAS IMPLANTED IN ME BY NETANYAHU
AND AMPLIFIED BY SLOVENIAN AND BELARUS
AUTHORITIES FOR THE SAKE OF MOSCOW/BELGRADE
CRIMINALITY - IN FACT, IT WAS JEWS WHO CAME TO
RESCUE IN LAST MOMENT AND FOR WHAT I WILL STAY
GRATFUL TO THEM FOR AS LONG AS I LIVE).

Both have also issued me verbal statements on how
I will never ever succeed against neighbors as well
as against system. Tomaž Slak have acknowledged me under
MKULTRA as mentally retarded individual(according to Tomaž
Slak an individual who would stand no chance against neighbor
Kolenc in respect to public relations and have therefore even
attempted to downplay my assurance/confidence to fight
crime)...Janez Ogulin, however, went even
further http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/06/video

-in-english-repeated-morning.html

These two individuals have also given moral and
psychological support(assurance) for criminal acts
against me to my parents while obstructing and
denying me any kind of right to police
services(assistance).
REGARDING MY PARENTS(TWO JOSEPH FRITZLS IS
WHAT THEY ARE WHOM GOVERNMENTS EVEN EMPOWERED
TO HIDE OWN CRIMES), here is about
mother http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/12/
part-4-of-4-mother-competed-in-evil.html and
here about
father http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2017/12/
6-of-6now-complete-6-of-6-mental.html
Evidence given to Belarus immigration in 2017
when applying for political asylum
there https://www.docdroid.net/MvZz6t7/partially-completed-complain-for-political-asylum-inbelarus.pdf

PSYCHIATRISTS VESNA ŠVAB, CVETO GRADIŠAR, BOJAN
ZALAR, ZORAN MUDŽA, TATJANA PROKŠELJ, AND NEIGHBOR
MIROSLAV BERGER EXPOSED
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/05/video-psychiatrists-vesna-svab-cveto.html

---In respect to new computer how and so on
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/04/videoenglish-in-v-slovenskem-jeziku.html

---Both previous laptops were destroyed as seen here...

http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/04/criminal-charges-against-my-niece.html

---Just as electric equipment was ruined by Mitja Veber,
microwave was also modified to exceed radiation 2000 times as
high as laptops should have...
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/05/video-12-of-13-recount-of-destroyed.html

---Items ordered via internet are often times destroyed before
those arrive in my hands
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/05/video-11-of-12-recount-of-destroyed.html

---Neighbor changes new items ordered from internet with his
own used items
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/05/video-10-of-11-recount-of-destroyed.html

---Monitor bought and brought from US was modified to exceed
radiation as 290 times of the one allowed on laptop - done by
Mitja Veber
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/05/video-9-of-11-recount-of-destroyed.html

---New things arrive by mail as broken/destroyed/damaged
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/04/video-2-of-8-recount-of-destroyed.html

---Over 7.5(even 10 microteslas) radiation on my laptop which I
am not allowed to change
http://ausertimes.blogspot.si/2018/04/video-1-of-8-recount-of-destroyed.html

Countries and politicians involved in state of
affairs which assisted Belgrade and Moscow
against me as

native of Slovenia and
US citizen(citizenship of both
countries) in heaviest acts of
genocide for the sake of new
USSR and new Yugoslavia are:

1) Norway(main CIA's assistant was Norway that was used to
systematically introduce me to what turned into uncontrolled wild
and violent Russian/Serbian MKULTRA torture on grounds of
Europe... neuroscientists from Norway were also first who played
role in abductions that concerned forced brain implants. Now
Norwegian psychologist Helle Bjerklund who was involved in case
since early beginings even placed me in extremely dangerous
situation at workplace as explained in complain).
NOTE: MORTEN BJORKLUND(brother of Hele Bjorklund who
also was present and have often times assisted his sister) DATED
ONLY RUSSIAN WOMEN AND IT WAS EXPECTED OF ME BY
NORWEGIAN GOVERNMENT TO DO THE SAME - EITHER
SERBIAN OR RUSSIAN. This is how deep Norway was in bed
regarding this very case with Belgrade and Moscow.
I am filing complain against Gro Harlem Brundtland who was

stationed in Miami and heavily involved in MKULTRA(firm acts of
terrorism associated with Andrers Breivik who also was in Miami
with his step mother as explained on my videos), against king
Harald V of Norway and his son Haakon(crown prince of
Norway) who both knew what went on but wouldn't stop
MKULTRA torture terror - they instead took charge of one and
Harald's distant relative employed at Bergen's NAV in 2010 even
demanded from me to go back to Slovenia and start writing what
you see here.
Norway heavily incited in nazism and at the same time played as
if one is against it.
Norway further most severely violated international and domestic
laws/treaties in respect to refugees. Watch my videos to see how I
was treated when applying for political asylum in Norway in
2010(heavily discriminated against even by Turks in Norwegian
immigration uniforms, threatened by Norwegian immigration police
officer involved in MKULTRA to be placed on plane and taken to
Slovenia if going forward with application for political asylum, and
then after decided to proceed with application for political asylum
thrown out on the street without having the right to even apply for
political asylum...further discriminated by all Norwegian
government agencies). Right to employment and lodging were both
denied when in Norway. I was forced to stay in expensive hostels
where sharing room with international crews involved in the
MKULTRA case. In Bergen where I moved from Oslo city due to
denial of any employment and any kind of government assistance,
entire Norwegian crew involved in MKULTRA appeared.
Example of immigration procedure in Norway(entire documentation

that includes complains submitted to Norwegian police in respect to
Norwegian immigration authorities is available).
Video #1 http://dai.ly/xeqndo
Video #2 http://dai.ly/xeqnm7
Video #3 http://dai.ly/xeqnpf
2) Sweden(king Carl Gustaf Folke Hubertus and his son Prince
Carl Philip were involved - they assisted Norwegians in fields of
neuroscience and psychiatry whenever US Government brought me
to Scandinavia).
In 2010 was severely discriminated against upon arrival to Sweden
from Norway when Swedish police already begun to terrorize me
with mental health related issues on train to Goteborg if I would
ONLY DATE TO THINK about applying for political asylum in
Sweden(train police begun to question me European Union citizen
about my whereabouts to Sweden and have indirectly infront of me
gestured to Finish girl who traveled along me stated here - she
became traumatized herself due to criminal conduct of Swedish
police).
Sweden didn't stop there and have declined me numerous job
applications just as the case was in previously Norway(was
surviving on my savings all over the Europe) and even lodging. I
was compelled to rent place in Karlstad(again forcefully
unemployed) from same people which involved in MKULTRA and
its also where psychiatric hospital was.

I WAS HEAVILY EVALUATED BY THIS VERY PSYCHIATRIC
HOSPITAL AS WELL AS IN ONE IN NORWEGIAN BERGEN
WHEN BROUGHT UNDER MKULTRA TO EUROPE FROM
USA IN 1998, SO YOU CAN ONLY IMAGINE TERROR
PRESSURE ON ME WHEN IN SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES AND
UNEMPLOYED.
BELARUS ATTORNEY FROM UNITED NATIONS WHO WAS
INVOLVED IN MKULTRA SINCE BEGINNINGS, LAUGHED
LOUDLY AT BELARUS IMMIGRATION POLICE IN 2017
WHEN I TALKED ABOUT STATED HERE IN RESPECT TO
SWEDEN AND HAVE ALSO CONFIRMED TO BELARUS
OFFICER AS TRUTH STATED HERE...HE PROCEEDED TO
SUGGEST BELARUS OFFICER THAT I LEFT SWEDEN
WITHOUT A SINGLE DIME IN MY POCKET - MEANING THAT
KREMLIN(Belgrade) WATCHED/OBSERVED MY EVERY
STEP OF THE WAY EVEN WHEN APPLYING FOR WORK
AND REFUGE IN SCANDINAVIA !!!
NOTE: This lawyer whose name I will not mention is actually a excellent guy and
should be considered for top position in Belarus/Russian governments(almost all
academic people from Belarus and Russia related to universities that I met were and are
great people - totally different situation was, however, with politicians). Hard to beat his
qualities.

Swedish government(police which not only have deliberately
failed/declined to assist, but have also trained assailants on how to
assault) organised also assassination attempt(using Muslims to
physically assault me and to "cure" or if you like examine me
afterwards) on me when in Sweden

Video
#1 https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xleorx
Video #2 http://dai.ly/xleou1
Have also other(additional) videos and necessary documentation
ready
3) Netherlands(now king Willem-Alexander of the
Netherlands was involved for the sake of South African Dutch Netherlands have first under MKULTRA heavily discouraged what
would become my future human rights applications and when
MKULTRA became part of reality a real human rights applications
submitted to Hague and Brussels were downplayed).
Netherlands have used for my transport to Russia under MKULTRA
ex Dutch Foreign Minister Halbe Zijlstra. Dutch Foreign Minister
Halbe Zijlstra FREQUENTLY met with Vladimir Putin and others in
Belarus as well as in Russia(Putin gave to Halbe Zijlstra verbal
promise on South Africa via audio recording in which ideas of
Russian expansion are discussed - this was audio recorded by Halbe
Zijlstra with assistance of Putin who wanted Halbe Zijlstra to obtain
such audio tape, so one could be used to blackmail Russian
government in case one wouldn't want to cooperate in matter related
to South Africa).

4) Belgium - involved in MKLUTRA and have heavily

downplayed together with Netherlands my human rights applications
submitted to European Union's human rights institutions. Main actor
behind scene was Moscow as you will learn from continuation.
Belgium also declined me the right to file for political asylum in
2009 by failing to assist even my basic lodging needs after Belgian
immigration documentation was already issued. I slept on train
station and was sent to overcrowded shelter for the night(some 50
people waited outside of the already packed shelter). On my way to
train station fro shelter, I could be even killed in the middle of the
night by group of Muslims which threatened with knives.
5) Germany(Kaiserleutern, Berlin and so on - heavy neuroscience
and bio-marking experiments done on me under MKULTRA human experimentations, and heavy mental evaluations were
done...terror threats in respect to possible abductions and even
assassinations if I would cause future "troubles" to grand neonazi
plan).
On my way back from US to Europe in 2006 and again in 2009, I
was harassed(intimidated) on German airports as if a
terrorist...German police stalked and displayed emergency
procedures between flight transfers.
Germany went even step further and have used my application for
political asylum in 2009(they stationed me in camp Giessen) as the
opportunity to stash me in room with Kosovo people who badly
misbehaved(they were trashing room and indicated violence while
blaming it all on traumatic experiences from Kosovo).
After endured abuse, political asylum(just as job applications) was
yet again turned down.

Just as the case was with Norwegian immigration authorities in
Oslo, Germans have also used Turks in German immigration
uniforms at the main reception office in Munchen(Munich). This
Turks were involved with German government in MKULTRA.
Russian asylum applicants in camp Giessen again observed the
situation from the distance.
6) France(Macron, Olivier Dassault, Françoise Bettencourt Meyers,
and other French elites were involved in MKULTRA).
Macron(otherwise polite) came up even with few abductions
scenarios if I would dare to expose grand neonazi plan.
Father of Emmanuel Macron(professor of neurology at the
University of Picardy) have even mentally evaluated me under
MKULTRA. I am unsure if there was country in Western Europe
beside Canada, USA that hasn't done that and its why am horrified
even more in respect to what happened after MKULTRA ended and
as described above.
All the psychiatrists have rated my mental
health/strength with highest scores possible
to afterwards feign total ignorance in respect
to my case after MKULTRA(I was and just a Slav
who no longer was needed and for Russia/Serbia
alive criminal evidence about genocide that
needed to be destroyed)....
7) Great Britain(British Royals heavily abused via MKULTRA
and I was consequently brought even to Porton Down - brought

to Porton Down on several occasions by British military and several
times by BNP's activist Donna Treanor who took me also to
Germany where human experimentation were done on me - we are
talking from neuroscience and all the way to bio-marking).
Donna Treanor(British National Party) has photos of the two of us
taken in Port Down(made me step out of the car on a way out as she
stated, "just in case someone would doubt or attempt to create
harm").
When it comes to British royals' abuse, there is just too much to
count(from heavy MKULTRA abuse to ridiculing/humiliations and
terror)... all described on videos and on news site.
Most involved in a negative sense were:
Prince Charles and Prince Harry...
Less guilty, but also very wrong were prince William and Queen
Elizabeth. Brothers were still youngsters back then what would
make things somewhat understandable....but procedures that
followed up on me suggested mature and deadly nature of their
characters as well(dirty play - backstabbing, heinous, traitorous, and
even murderous nature appeared in the case despite extreme
politeness from my side when exposed to MKULTRA violence).
Queen Elizabeth acted most of the time normal and polite, but in
ending stages of MKULTRA things drastically changed...
Queen Elizabeth's nature(mental state in respect to my
case) appeared at times somewhat naive as possibility of Charles,
Harry, and William's influence(misinterpreted views) existed on her

for her to see things differently due to their more and more present
misconduct under MKULTRA(Harry insisted on how one will be
rated by Queen according to my report and that I should therefore be
as soft as possible in respect to him)....
However, Queen has also proven exactly the opposite of "naive" in
certain moments(unclear to me if was it due to manipulation which
Charles and kids might have exercised against her for her to see
things their way or was it just for willingness to associate
emotionally to more and more present abuse - I think it was both)...
Prince Phillip and other royals also meddled in MKULTRA affair,
but had no significant impact on one in respect to abuse(Phillip
never ever displayed any kind of violent/abusive approach toward
me under MKULTRA and nor did other royals).
8) Saudi Arabia and United Emirates's royals were involved in
case...while most of the time polite, former Saudi intelligence chief
Prince Turki al-Faisal(very polite and educated individual
otherwise) and Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan did suggested possible abductions on behalf of Vladimir
Putin(Kremlin). I cite, "if you will talk against Putin we will have
too do whatever will take to shut your mouths up"...
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan went
a bit further and have allowed himself to physically slap me at final
Otočec party in 2006(have laughed in my face and have sadistically
gestured me on how we will see each other after some 10/15 years
when I will be most likely completely destroyed as I would not make
through ordeal....ordeal with which I didn't want to have anything to
do with on the first place and its why I filed for political asylums on

two continents and in several countries in 2009/2010...for these
people, whole thing was a joke).
9) Israel(Benjamin Netanyahu exercised with Mossad under
MKULTRA numerous death and abduction threats - watch my
videos as is too much to talk about). There was even some real time
stalking across the Eastern Europe - therefore, follow up on
MKULTRA threats.
Israel also signaled brain implants and other neuro implants which
would cause my body paralyses issues...
NOTE: United States of America and
Russia(Israel joined those statements) both
insisted on how each would implant own brain
implants to ensure on how all sides involved
would have influence in my case equally. This
is how and this is why above statement in
respect to Israel.
I have spent decent amount of time in Tel Aviv where brought under
MKULTRA and it was not pleasant(threats, terror, and humiliations
each day - every day).
10) United States of America exercised against me most severe
genocide possible. United States of America discriminated against
me based on my national Slovenian and Slavic origins.
Heavy engagement in MKULTRA torture(totally in line with
Guantanamo torture and have even exceeded one in many

areas) parallel to denial of the right to employment first as educated
for and in continuation even in respect to whatever was offered to
me as employment(heavy workplace mobbing was present during
every employment and even circadian rhythm torture work schedule
was forcefully introduced into my life - hours of work would have 4
different schedules per week incl. overnight shifts...jobs weren't
available in local Miami area, but was forced instead to go for job
interviews even to Jacksonville, Orlando, and in Dallas, Texas - on
buses or by my own car) led into sadistic Eastern European torture
on behalf of Russia and Serbia(I was basically extradited as US
citizen to those from whom I ran away from in 1994 due to extreme
violence endured there and United States of America knew it all even for school grades and every schoolmate/friend - it was
unprecedented show that went on in city of Novo mesto in
which Gingrich, Romney, doctors Ron and Rand Pauls were
involved and so on).
US Government indicated scenarios under MKULTRA(numerous
heavy trauma scenarios) which suggested possible abductions in the
future to variety of locations worldwide - locations and where
brought up in person included North Korea, Japan, and China.
US Government have in its frenzy for me to see United States of
America as an ultimate enemy(Trump, Bush, McCain, and others
stated babove wanted to deprive me of US Citizenship) along with
Kremlin, Belgrade, Hungarian government, Ukraine, Belarus,
Poland orchestrated total political diarrhea(7 day long trip to
Belarus) which would even convince me along with promises from
Kremlin on how new USSR and Yugoslavia are the way to go...Israel
assisted with own issues(abduction paranoia) to confuse me per who
is what is.

There were government employments that US Government have
rejected me(such as in police, corrections, US border patrol, FBI,
and in CIA) and some 20.000 job applications were turned down to
me between 1998 and 2006.... and then in 2008/2009 another 25.000
job applications were turned down...US Government denied me the
right to lodging according to my taste and have gone as far as even
violating my rights in respect to real estate purchase(I was willing to
place down 40% down-payment on house in 2009 in Minnesota as a
first time buyer and one used as an excuse just as the case was with
job applications a so called on job instability issues which were
produced by US Government alone). US Government compelled me
in 2008/2008 in stay(lodging) with individuals who were previously
involved in MKULTRA(again Serbian and Russian connections
were involved in here stated issues - US Government forced me to
rent apartment from Serb and his Russian landlord in Chicago in
2008 while denying me the right to employment - deposit money
was stolen from me during renatls in 2008/2009 and so on).
US Government expanded(unemployment terms became longer and
longer and work conditions more and more impossible - previous on
job mobbing were used as an excuse for those) forced
unemployment systematically on what permanent unemployment
followed up on me in 2006. US Government didn't stop there, but
have instead stalked to Canada where applying for political asylum
and Europe(I have audio recording of incident that took place in
2010 in Sweden where applying for personal ID - just as I was told
already under MKULTRA would be the case).
US Government didn't even stop there and have issued me in years
2008 and 2009 numerous life threats if not leaving US
permanently...US Government continued with what started in

Miami - declining me the right to use state services such as Equal
Employment Opportunity and Minnesota state service when I was
again harassed by American job Corps via company known as
Target(even sexual assaults were exercised against me by black
individual on what attempt to have them interpreted to me as joke by
Target team took place)....
US Government didn't even stop there and have fabricated charges
against me concerning shooting in Arizona when in Slovenia which
Belgrade/Moscow's proxy Ljubljana have used along numerous lies
to forcefully hospitalize me for almost two years(and terrorize me
for another 4 on home - all explained above what went on).
When I requested assistance from US ambassador Thomas Bolling
Robertson in 2008, there was only laughter that could be heard from
the other side of the telephone and then again in 2014/2016 due to
psychiatric hospitalization(its when Joseph A.
Mussomeli and Brent R. Hartley have done their part - when
writing them from mental hospital where locked against all domestic
Slovenian/US and international laws, no response other than where I
should seek self paid legal assistance brochure was offered extremely cynical and sadistic procedures, but totally in line with
demands from Kremlin and Belgrade) just as promised in advance
under MKUKTRA case would be(we will see, hear, and know
nothing in respect to whatever will be done to you in Slovenia).
United states of America have also exercised indirect assassination
attempts prior to my leaving one in 2006 of which few can be seen
in complain submitted to Belarus in 2017(other can be seen from
blog on RTV Slovenia). American government's assassination threats
which were audio recorded in 2009(presented above) if not leaving

United States of America for good, confirm everything as stated here
as proven fact !!!
11) Switzerland(Brain mapping was done and possibly even more in
Switzerland). Carla Del Ponte was involved as well and have
threatened to do everything possible to block my attempts that would
grant me any kind of possibility to save myself in the future via
human rights claims.
All the Rothschilds were involved in MKULTRA incl. Swiss citizen
Nathaniel Philip Rothschild who misbehaved few times(did threaten
and picked on me, but didn't make any real terror impressions on
me)...
Other than Nathaniel and his Miami aunt(I think Jennifer Rothschild
is his aunt or something) who also stressed her episodes of
"terror"(didn't appeared to me worthy to think about even over coca
cola drink as whole thing was more comical than what one would
consider as threat), nothing "exciting" happened with them...father
Jacob Rothschild was extremely extremely polite man who even
liked me a lot...and so was David René de Rothschild.
Russians have gone as far as using Russian Margarita Louis-Dreyfus
for MKULTRA transport between Europe and USA.
12) Austria(politicians such as Sebastian Kurz, Alexander Van der
Bellen, Heinz-Christian Strache were involved). These people have
committed extremely serious offences. From terror threats in case I
would turn against their neonazi politic to physical abuse as
described in my videos.

Heavily used for human trafficking to Slovenia from United States
of America under MKULTRA was also Arnold
Schwarzenegger(Austrian American citizen who repeatedly incited
in Antisemitism over the years).

13)

Italy - Silvio Berlusconi, Matteo Renzi(and many others

whom I will not even mention at this point due to time
limitations) and others have heavily harassed in Miami's
employment agency on how I have to lobby for occupation of
Slovenia(these criminals promised me along with Angela Merkel
and her German team to have no chance for survival in America, and
is therefore expected from me to lobby for Italian occupation of
Slovenia - all these infront of John McCain and after I already
became US citizen - on numerous occasions).
American CIA had me fly several times to Rome and Slovenian
police(first protested to Italian occupation appetites expressed loudly
to them straight in the face by Italian fascists in city of the Novo
mesto on what I was life threatened on what they went along as if
nothing ever happened - but this is how Slovenian police
apparatus works as is nothing but coward next to coward who dares
to express honest opinion only when victim is drugged up) alone
went along with Berlusconi's fascist ideas...Slovenian police is a
disgrace for any police in this world(we are talking about violent
mob and not police - totally opposite of what I have experienced in
US or with US police).
14) Canada - Prime minster Harper was heavily involved in
MKULTRA torture and Royals had me fly to Canada on several

occasions - threatening me with future abduction under MKULTRA
in case I would become problematic for Moscow-BelgradeLjubljana.
In 2009 when I applied for Canadian political asylum in Vancouver,
BC, I was most severely discriminated against. Canada left me
homeliness on the road after submitting application for one. I slept
inside the car for several days(waiting on response from Canadian
authorities in respect to my application) and could get murdered on
the middle of the night when parked in shopping mall(had armed
black individual approach my car - almost the same repeated two
weeks latter in city of Seattle where several armed individuals
approached to the vehicle in the middle of the night - two weeks
latter I was on plane for Europe and car was sold).
Previous offers from royals(when in Miami) to come to Canada were
nothing more than proven lies. Luckily I never believed them as I
would leave American continent even without for now worthless US
citizenship.
All the folks that Canada had in Miami(incl. Trudeau) was meeting
me in Vancouver when responding lodging adds(I applied and
applied for apartments/rooms with desire to rent, but nun avail at my
disappointment).
15) Hungary - Thomas Bolling Robertson was heavily involved in
overseas abductions to Hungary. Hungary served as center for
European and American neonazism. Viktor Orbán exercised
numerous MKULTRA abductions(Slovenian police gladly assisted was here in Novo mesto and was admired) all sorts of people got
consequently involved in one(talking about Hungarian side).

It all ended with denial of the right to file for political asylum in
Hungary during 2017 as one is just as Slovenia a European Union
member state(thats what I was told and they didn't care about the
nature of my applications - even if I would be killed on spot on my
way back to Slovenia didn't matter to Hungary), 2017 CIA terror in
hostels while blacklisting me on employment market, attempt to
hijack me to Israel(Hungarian police disinterested in my case while
lawyers suggesting me that my legal case is the biggest in history of
human kind - too heavy even for Hungarian government to get
involved in), and Hungarian government's(via private company off
course, but just as promised case would be under MKULTRA) theft
of my car from free parking lot in Budapest and large penalties for
illegally seized car(more than what car was sold for afterwards).
Vladimir Putin was praised 24/7. I also got company from Slovenia
and Serbia when in Budapest hostels(a bit off stalking just as
promised under MKULTRA on how abduction to Serbia would take
place if inconvenient for Belgrade with my claims).
This was also the final Hungarian "thank you" for everything.
16) Australia and New Zealand - Lots of neonazi issues went on
under MKULTRA on behalf of Tony Abbott and his team(they were
present in 1998, 1999, 2000 and then no more).
I was tremendously discouraged by both countries as per where I
would immigrate to avoid future catastrophy prepared by
governments. Entire Australian team was in Miami since beginning
stages of MKULTRA(already in 1996).

Other countries involved in case
against whom, however, I will not
seek financial compensation due to
economic struggle which people
suffer/endure
--Belarus(totally insane procedures from Lukashenko and his
immigration authorities in 2017 when filing there for political
asylum... they have gone as far as simulating me execution under
MKULTRA by via scenario which involved shooting empty bullets
in air next to my head during transport to local police station on
border with Poland which they have anticipated would take place in
the future...idea was to make me somehow lose nerves under
MKULTRA and attack immigration/border officer who harassed and
harassed with nonsense issues for days....if MKULTRA would be
sucessful enough and was not, it would be possible to arrest me
during real future event which was re-orchestrated in 2017 when
blocked from existing Belarus....rationalized to me lunder
MKULTRA as a must procedure done on all office assistants of
Lukashenko as according to Belarus authorizes and Lukashenko
alone, I would work in Lukasheko's office as his assistant and as
such would not only be capable to handle pressure, but even refuse
to defend myself from police - Belarus is also where Russians have
done their brain implants on me - tremendous amounts of terror and
even real time unethical procedures is what was done against me in
Belarus - in past and in 2017 when filing there for political asylum),

--China...I have even deleted post about Chinese psychiatrist
Bandy X Lee in United States of America where American
government(JOHN MCCAIN, George bush and so on) to protect her
as she did sticked to what she claimed was even under Donald
Trump(brave enough to express her opinion in his face)....US have
have allowed itself to sponsor unprecedented violence against me by
exposing me via MKULTRA to foreign government officials in US
to whom they have previously suggested them I am the biggest evil
world have ever seen and gave them even the right to burn my brain
via ECT as if death is a joke(I almost ended on wheelchair because
of such practices and have begun to suffer already nocturnal
seizures)...
China is still in very bad economical situation that touches numerous
Chinese people and I do not wish to be the one taking away from
their mouths much needed food(this people work hard for almost
slave wages to feed themselves and West)...just as the case is with
Belarus, I let them get away with it because people of China knew
too little about me at the time and have latter(once they got to know
me who I really was) totally changed their attitude toward me.
--Iran...this is just bizarre/crazy to talk about...they even washed one
billion US Dollars via my abductions(probably even more) in
Slovenia under Borut Pahor sds.si - it all surfaced...but country is poor
situation thanks to radical Islam and people in need of assistance
rather than my compensation claims against them...
--Pakistan(the same thing as Iran).

--South Africa(both sides were involved and whole thing is too
crazy to talk about as is nothing but mess).
--India(too many people poor and not enough violence against me).
Sorry prime minster Narendra Modi(also was involved with his team). When your
nation becomes wealthier and meaner, I will change my taste in re$pect to India ;)

--Denmark...nothing to talk about(boring)...
--Iceland...not enough
--Ireland...not enough
--Poland...a lot, but will not go into it because I just wouldn't feel
right...situation with Russia and Berlin drove them insane and I
added extra oil on fire in respect to one :))))
--Czech Republic and Slovakia(the same thing as Poland)...
--Ukraine...a lot(I was subjected to severe MKULTRA torture on
behalf of Kremlin in Ukraine), but country is divided and Ukrainian
people in extremely bad shape. Will not sue or press charges against

country like this, but instead those who have used Ukraine and its
people to advance their agenda against me and Ukraine.
--Croatia...politicians also had their blah blah in matter, but nothing
notable. Not enough...try harder next time ;)
Croatia came on alert in respect to my case with Aleksandar Vucic's
involvement of Vojislav Seselj in case...
Ana Brnabić(now Serbian prime minister never mentioned in
complain) was also involved in MKULTRA case, but she was
extremely polite/reasonable individual(totally opposite of
Vucic). Ana Brnabić is a very proud Serbian who
utilities logic(healthy mind) rather than being obsessed with
violence as the case was/is with others.

POLITICIANS
American president Bill Clinton and his wife Hillary Clinton under
who all started.
American president George W. Bush two terms
American president Barack Obama two terms
American president Donald Trump present, but involved in
genocide from very beginning. I explain on videos that wife Melania
Trump was sent to Miami to pick me up and bring me home to city
of Novo mesto(we are both from same town and same age) on
what he got involved with her.

Florida governor Jeb Bush who assisted his brother George W. Bush
and have at the same time often engage personally in MKULTRA
torture.
Texas governor Rick Perry
Hollywood actor Sylvester Stallone who grew up in Miami and was
used by Schwarzenegger per US Government not only to bring me to
Slovenia, but also as alibi - I used to live in Miami for entire 11.5
years.
Hollywood actor and Florida governor Arnold

Schwarzenegger
Physician and retired politician who served as the U.S.
Representative for Texas' Ron Paul
Former Governor of Massachusetts Mitt Romney
Former Speaker of the United States House of Representatives Newt
Gingrich
and so on...basically top government officials who were on
positions and those who yet were to land on top government
positions all used by Moscow and Belgrade.
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